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About this document 
This document contains more information on how the Office Server – and applications – can 
be customized. 

IMPORTANT 

Remarks about this document should be sent to: 

stijn.brebels@idealsystems.be 

 Indicate the version of the document and the section for which the remark applies 
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1. CUSTOMIZING WO9 

1.1. Introduction 
This chapter contains more information on how to customize WO and BO: start from the 
existing product and add/remove functionalities or change the GUI. 

If you want to create your own agent desktop from scratch – that’s also possible: view Chapter 
3 for more information about our REST integration layer. 

 

1.1.1. Intended audience 

This guide is written with the assumption that you have experience in the following areas: 

• You should be familiar with Web Office (WO) / Branch Office (BO) (including the data 
model) and its implementation at your site. 

• You need a solid working knowledge of the hardware, operating, and database 
platforms for your site. 

• You should have basic hands-on experience with web applications, web servers, Java, 
JavaServer Pages (JSP), Java Servlets, HTML, JavaScript, and XML. 

• You should have basic hands-on experience with STRUTS 1.1. 

• You should understand JQUERY plugins. 

This guide does not cover the topics above. 
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1.2. Technical overview 

1.2.1. High level architecture 

Browser

T
O
O
L
B
A
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Client Side

Webserver GWT

PSDK

Genesys

TServer

Database

J2EE

HTTP

Server Side

TCP

 

 

Web Office (WO) / Branch Office (BO) for Genesys is a J2EE based framework implementing 
the PSDK layer of Genesys, allowing a full web based CTI toolbar implementation.  

The Web based CTI framework consists of the following techniques: 

Technique/language Clientside / Serverside Description 

Java Serverside All development at server 
side is done in Java, based 
on JDK 1.8 

Struts This framework is an open 
source framework enabling 
a J2EE structure. This 
technique implements a 
MVC model, which can be 
used to implement a J2EE 
application. (See 
www.apache.org) 

PSDK (Platform SDK) This is the java-based 
interaction of Genesys to 
implement client or server 
based applications. 

Jersey WO is using the Jersey 
framework to provide a web 
service interface for the 
superuser module 

CometD 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Integration with specific 
Genesys services, the 
CometD framework is 
implemented 

 

 

 

http://www.apache.org/
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Technique/language Clientside/Serverside Description 

JavaScript Clientside All client side 
implementation is done in 
Javascript 

JSP/HTML All pages are JSP pages 

JQuery Jquery is an advanced 
plugin for UI enhancements 
in browsers. WO uses a lot 
of these visual effects to 
enhance the user 
experience 

 

1.2.2. The complete picture 

Login

Client Side / Browser Server  / WebServer

Struts (1)

AllLogic Session Class

AIL Layer

Genesys

Online Genesys 

Communication (2)

Publish-Subscribe Queue

Struts (4)

AJAX Toolbar Frame

AJAX  Push Mechanism (8)

Servlet Pusher (6)

3

Poll Queue for events (7)

Struts (5)

9

Create online 

Communication 

Object 

(JavaScript)

trap event

10

Distribute Event

(JavaScript) (10)

 

PSDK

 

Once an agent performs a login, providing all the necessary parameters, the framework will 
instantiate a session for this agent. The session is instantiating the PSDK  layer and opens a 
connection to the T-Servers (Voice and or media). Once this is done a publish and subscribe 
mechanism is instantiated to provide the communication mechanism with the toolbar. 

The J2EE framework will redirect the login page to another page, containing the Toolbar, 
including an Ajax push mechanism. This mechanism only pushes events from the server to 
client when there is an event queued for that session, otherwise no traffic is generated. 
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Once the Ajax component is instantiated, it redirects itself to the Ajax server component , 
which is notified for events for that session. If an event arrives for that session, it publishes 
an event to the client. The client traps this event and reacts accordingly. All integration on 
the client side is done through JavaScript. 

 

1.2.3. 0-client approach 

The web-based framework is not downloading anything to the client, no ActiveX, no applet, … 

It is very important to understand the differences between a fat client CTI integration, where 
components are installed on the client, and a thin CTI (Web based) integration where all the 
logic runs on the server and only the client is used for display reasons. 

In general, CTI, always needs a dedicated connection between the client and the CTI server, 
otherwise it is impossible to implement a real time application. The fat client applications are 
polling the client every x milliseconds to check if new events or a status change has occurred. 
If so, the toolbar is updated. This ends up in a serious load of the network. As long as something 
is sitting at the client side, the same mechanism will apply, meaning the client polls the server 
for his status, loading the network. 

A server-based implementation, like the Genesys Web Toolbar, doesn’t use this technique of 
polling, it uses a push mechanism whereby events are trapped at the server and pushed to the 
client. The advantage of this system is that only network traffic is generated when an event 
arrives for a certain agent and the network bandwidth will be reduced drastically. 
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1.2.3.1. AJAX Pushlet approach 

This mechanism allows pushing events, real-time, from the server to the client. This is based 
on HTTP streaming, a technique that is sometimes used in multimedia viewing applications 
such as QuickTime. Instead of closing the HTTP connection after fetching an HTML page, the 
connection is kept open while fresh data is pushed to the client. 

 

 

 

The key classes are the Ajax Server, the Publisher class, Subscriber interface, and the Event 
class (see class diagram). By invoking the Ajax servlet through an HTTP request, clients 
subscribe to receive Events. In the request is indicated:  

• For which "subject" they would like to receive Events.  

• In which format (JavaScript calls (default), XML or Java serialized objects) they should 
receive Events and,  

• Through which receiver protocol (future version)  

 

Subject identifiers are organized as a hierarchical "topic-tree". For example, "/int" identifies 
all Events related to interactions, while "/int/release" identifies only the release interactions. 
Currently the only receiver protocol is a client HTTP response stream. 

An Event is merely a set of name/value String pairs (implemented with java.util.Properties). 
The Publisher has an interface through which classes that generate Events can publish them. 
The Publisher keeps a list of Subscribers and sends each Event to those Subscribers whose 
subject matches to the Event's subject.  

Events origin within the server through an EventGeneratingApplication (AllLogic) who is 
listening to the Genesys AIL layer, which is generating events. The responsibilities of other 
classes in class diagram, Subscriber and its contained classes can best be explained through 
scenario's 

Ajax 

Server

HttpServlet
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1 N
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BlockingQ

ueue
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1 per HTTP Session
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1.2.3.1.1. Event subscription 

 
 

Above is the UML sequence diagram for a browser client subscribing for events from the 
Publisher. The Pullet is invoked with the servlet method doGet(). Because multiple clients 
may invoke the same Ajax object, it should itself not be a Subscriber. Instead it delegates all 
subscription (and subsequent Event handling) by creating a new PulletSubscriberQueued 
object for each doGet() and letting it run until finished with eventLoop().  

The PulletSubscriberQueued is a Subscriber object towards the Publisher where it registers 
with the join() method. To deal with different client formats and protocols it creates a 
specialized ClientAdapter object, in this case a BrowserClientAdapter. 

 

The final call in this scenario is a "wait for event loop". Note that Sleep() is a method that 
suspends the execution of the current thread until an Event becomes available. This is 
explained through the next scenario.  

  

Browser

1 doGet (HTTPRequest)()

PulletSubscriberQueued

/ Queue

2 New()

3 eventloop()

BrowserClientAdapter Publisher

4 New()

5 Referencing()

Sleep()

ajax
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1.2.3.1.2. Sending an event 

 
 

Above is the UML sequence diagram for sending an Event. It shows how an Event is generated 
and dispatched to the browser client. In this scenario AllLogic (main class containing all the 
CTI logic) creates an Event and calls Publisher.publish() to have it dispatched. The Publisher 
walks through its list of Subscribers and asks each if the Event matches its subscription criteria 
(only the subject). If it matches it calls send() on the Subscriber.  

Each Pullet object has a BlockingQueue object in which it queues incoming Events when send() 
is called. So why isn't it just directly pushing the Event to the BrowserClientAdapter ? First of 
all we want to suspend execution of the BrowserClientAdapter-thread until an Event becomes 
available, i.e. we don't want to do a "busy-wait" (a.k.a. as polling). The second reason is that 
a Publisher may notify multiple clients. Having a synchronous send() call a slow client on the 
other end of the line may block all other clients that are to be notified next. 

The GuardedQueue is a utility object that allows Objects to be pushed/pulled using the 
readers-writers pattern with guarded suspension using java.lang.Object.wait() and notify(). 
The thread of a client of GuardedQueue calling Push() will be suspended if the queue is full. 
If the queue becomes available again (not full), the wating threads will be notified again so 
they can start pushing again. When clients are fast enough the GuardedQueue is never filling 
up. After the Pullet has Pulled an Event object it will call push() on the BrowserClientAdapter 
who will format the Event to a JavaScript element and send it to the browser. 

The Ajax(Pullet) logic is implemented in a loop that processes events. The control status stays 
at server side as long as there are no events to publish. If there are events to publish, the ajax 
will push the event to the client as a javascript object. This javascript block is evaluated at 
client side and is executing the corresponding actions. If no events are present it waits and no 
traffic is generated. 
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1.2.3.1.3. Clientside 

The Ajax protocol is embedded in IE and firefox and is used to push information inside a 
browser (Using the HTTPRequest functions for Ajax streaming).This mechanism is using a low 
level protocol to communicate with the ajax server. The parent is called and has to implement 
the OnpushEvent() method.  

The main page, tc_toolbar_main.jsp contains several <DIV> objects. One of them being the 
communication <DIV>. This <DIV> receives a javascript object from the ajax servlet every time 
an event arrives at the server (can be grouped as well for performance enhancements). This  
JavaScript calls a function OnPushEvent. 

 

The OnPushEvent Function is : 

      function onPushEvent() { 

        try { 

          var cmd = "createObjectEvent("; 

          var inc = 0; 

          for (inc = 0;inc < arguments.length;inc++) { 

            if (inc != 0) 

              cmd += ","; 

            cmd += "\"" + toJavaScript(arguments[inc]) + "\""; 

          } 

          cmd += ");"; 

          var event = eval(cmd); 

 

          if ((event != null) && (onEvent != null)) 

          { 

            onEvent(event); 

            } 

        } catch(error) { 

        } 

      } 

 

it creates a dynamic function, called createObjectEvent () that is evaluated afterwards, which 
is creating an “event” object. This event is passed to the onEvent() function to be interpreted. 

All the arguments look like this: 

“Subject”,”ideal/1/int/release”,”attribute”,”1”,”attribute2”,”2” 

Each argument contains a subject, which is used to determine the requested action and to 
validate if this event is for the correct client. The first part “ideal/1” will be filtered out and 
only the “/int/release” is parsed to find the corresponding function at client side. 

The createObjectEvent () function is parsing the incoming arguments and attaches them to a 
Javascript object, which is much easier to manipulate then a string. 

The OnEvent(event) function is executing the event. It calls a general function, which is 
parsing the arguments. Based on the argument (ex: int/release) the correct function is called 
and the toolbar is updated. 
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1.3. Customization centre 

1.3.1. Introduction 

In general the WO application has an embedded request dispatcher. This dispatcher will detect 
changes with regards to the WO application. 

When a customer decides to change something to the layout, or add additional actions or 
overwrites existing functionality, this dispatcher is detecting these changes and will redirect 
the behavior towards these adaptations. 

In fact ideal systems will provide a “base line” WO application. This base line application is 
being maintained by ideal systems. Whenever the customer wants to change something, this 
change is not performed against the base line version but against a customized version. 
Through this way of working ideal systems can continue the development of the base line 
without interfering with the customized development. 

When a new base line version is released, it is very simple to “merge” the customized version 
and the base line version with each other. This is realized by separating the customizations 
from the base line on 2 levels: 

• Pageclass mechanism for layout, flow, look and feel, additional actions, new 
action tags, … 

• Customizable project for extending the base line core logic 

 

Based on these 2 approaches you can customize the complete WO application, without 
interfering with the development performed by ideal systems 

To cope with this approach, we developed a request router and build it into the standard WO 
application. This request router is a servlet that is invoked for each post towards the toolbar. 

In the web.xml we have the following entry: 

<servlet> 

    <servlet-name>requestRouter</servlet-name> 

    <servlet-class>com.ideal.thin.servlet.RequestRouter</servlet-

class> 

</servlet> 

 

<servlet-mapping> 

    <servlet-name>requestRouter</servlet-name> 

    <url-pattern>/gwt/*</url-pattern> 

  </servlet-mapping> 

 

Every time an action is performed on the URL starting with /gwt/ the request is passed through 
the router. This router determines if a customization is active or not and re-directs it to the 
correct file or customization.   
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The General overall picture is as follows: 

 

 

The MVC paradigm calls for a clear delineation between the business logic and presentation 
elements in an application in our case the business logic is represented by the MODEL part 
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that is represented by the AllLogic Class. The presentation layer is represented by the JSP and 
the request dispatcher.  As illustrated in the above figures, the Controller handles all requests 
in combination with the request dispatcher. These requests generate the data response for 
the target window using the request dispatcher for determining the target JSP to push to the 
client. 

The WO application has extended the STRUTS model to cope with the customization center. 
The STRUTS model is an open source implementation done by apache, and can be found on 
www.apache.org. 

 

Besides the request dispatcher taking care of the customized look and feel, integration, 
flows, … It is also possible to overwrite the core components of the WO application. In fact it 
is possible to extend the MODEL of the MVC application. The extension of the MODEL is done 
through a customized project that is delivered on the GWT CD if purchased. This project 
includes an empty project for you to work with and an example project, used as a guideline 
including examples on how to extend the framework. 

Basically all functionality is situated in 1 class that you can inherit. To add additional actions 
and forms, you can extend the struts-config.xml file situated in the customization directory. 
For more detail see section “Level 5”. 
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1.3.2. Levels of customization 

Inside WO, different levels of customization are possible: 

- Level 1: Custom logic executed on the client (javascript) in a central tc_toolbar.js file 
- Level 2: Custom GUI style via CustomStyle.css 
- Level 3: Customizing jsp files 
- Level 4: Define logic to be executed serverside in xml files (no longer supported as 

of Web Office 9) 
- Level 5: All customizations: new logic,.. 

1.3.3. Customization level 1 

1.3.3.1. Introduction 

This level of customization is used especially for integration purposes with 3rd party 
applications. The level of knowledge is limited to Javascript and HTML. 

 

1.3.3.2. How does it work 

The tc_toolbar.js is a special javascript file that is embedded in the main WO toolbar, and is 
called for each incoming event received by the toolbar. So, when an event ringing is received 
by the toolbar, the event is passed to the corresponding entry inside the tc_toolbar.js 
javascript and here the corresponding logic is executed. 

A list of all configurable events: 

 

Event Description 

event:/Comm/AddChat Event triggered when a new Chat 
communication is arriving 

event:/Comm/AddVoice Event triggered when a new Voice 
communication is arriving 

event:/Outbound/NewInteraction Event Triggered when a new outbound 
preview interaction is arriving 

event:/Outbound/RefreshClosed Internal event triggered when an outbound 
record is refreshed 

event:/Comm/AddEMail Event triggered when a new Email 
communication is arriving 

event:/Comm/Close Generic event when an interaction is 
closed (this is different from released) 

event:/Outbound/Closed Event triggered when an outbound record 
is closed 

event:/Int/Release Generic event triggered when an 
interaction is released 

event:/Int/Ringing Generic event triggered when an 
interaction is ringing 

event:/Int/Dialing Generic event triggered when an 
interaction is dialing 

event:/Int/Talking Generic event triggered when an 
interaction is talking 

event:/ChannelState/Ready Generic event triggered when a channel 
goes ready 
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event:/ChannelState/ACW Generic event triggered when a channel 
goes ACW 

event:/ChannelState/NotReady Generic event triggered when a channel 
goes not ready 

event:/Int/DialError Generic event triggered when there is an 
error while dialing 

event:/Int/Abandonned Generic event triggered when an 
interaction is abandoned 

event:/Int/TalkingOnTalking Event triggered when already on talking 
and another talking event is triggered 

event:/Outbound/CampaignStatusChanged Event triggered when outbound campaign 
status is changed 

event:/Outbound/CampaignAdded Event triggered when new outbound 
campaign is added 

event:/Outbound/CampaignRemoved Event triggered when outbound campaign 
is removed 

event:/Outbound/CampaignModeChanged Event triggered when outbound campaign 
mode is changed 

event:/Rona Event triggered when RONA is detected 

event:/UserEvent Event triggered when a user event arrives  

event:/Makeready Event triggered when a user clicks the 
ready/not ready buttons on one of the 
channels (not in agent only mode) 

event:/MakeNotReadyReasonAll Event triggered when the not ready all 
shortcut is activated 

event:/MakeNotReadyReason Event is triggered when the not ready for a 
channel is activated 

event:/AgentDetails Event is triggered when the agent info item 
is choosen from the menu 

event:/AgentStatistics Event is triggered when the agent statistics 
item is choosen from the menu 

event: /Int/InfoChanged Event is triggered when attached data is 
changed for the interaction (it is not fired 
in all cases for performance reasons) 

Event:/DisplayEmailWindow Event is triggered when an email 
interaction icon is selected 

Event:/DisplayChatWindow Event is triggered when a chat interaction 
icon is selected 

Event:/DisplayOutboundWindow Event is triggered when an outbound 
interaction icon is selected 

Event:/Messageboard Event is triggered when the message board 
icon is selected in the tabs 

Event:/Workbin/ContentChanged Event is triggered when the content of a 
workbin that has been registered is 
changed 

Event:/ChannelState/Login Event is triggered when a channel is logged 
in via the agent info page 
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Event:/ChannelState/Logout Event is triggered when a channel is logged 
out via the agent info page 

Event:/AgentState/Ready Event is triggered when the agent is ready 
for a specific channel 

Event:/AgentState/AllReady Event is triggered when the agent is ready 
for all channels 

Event:/AgentState/AllNotReady Event is triggered when the agent is not 
ready for all channels 

Event:/AgentState/NotReady Event is triggered when the agent is not 
ready for a specific channel 

Event:/AgentState/Logout Event is triggered when the agent is logged 
out 

Event:/AgentState/AllAfterCallWork Event is triggered when the agent is in 
aftercallwork for all channels (for voice 
this is a specific state, for MCR channels 
this is not ready with reason code 999) 

Event:/AgentState/NotReady Event is triggered when the agent is in 
aftercallwork for a specific channel 

Event:/Comm/ChangeType Event is triggered when the interaction 
changes from type (in case of openmedia -
> voice or openmedia -> email) 

 

As an example we will explain the onRinging event: 

event:/Int/Ringing 

[ 

 

   // SVR 

    if(scriptUrl != null && scriptUrl != "") { 

        idealScriptWindow = window.open(scriptUrl,'_blank',scriptConfig); 

    } 

    // END SVR 

        Commlist.startIncomingCallById(MyComm); 

 

        try{ 

          if (ThinConnector > 0 && myc > -1) 

          { 

            CtxtVP.SetSizeGWT(0,getwidthGWT(),getheightGWT(),true); 

            CtxtVP.SetSizeGWT(0,getwidthGWT(),getheightGWT(),true); 

            var Localstr = ""; 

            sendClientEvent(myc, event) 

            CtxtVP.SetSizeGWT(0,0,0,false); 

            CtxtVP.SetSizeGWT(0,0,0,false); 

          } 

         }catch(exception){ 

            //GWTAlert("<bean:message key="pages.status.lblConnNotAvailable" 

locale="locale"/>",0,1); 

            // DSL 7.6.016.000 

            CtxtVP.SetSizeGWT(0,0,0,false); 
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            CtxtVP.SetSizeGWT(0,0,0,false); 

         } 

        if(myc==EMAIL||myc==UWF) 

         { 

             disableNewMail(); 

         } 

 

 

         // 2.7.0 DSL only enable 1 outnound voice channel 

         if (myc==VOICE) 

         { 

           disableOutbound(); 

           if(bRinging){ 

             //play sound 

             document.getElementById("sound").loop=-1; 

             document.getElementById("sound").src=sRingPath; 

           } 

         } 

 

//3.0.2 SVE call contact info form 

         if (!smalltoolbar) // DSL 3.1.8 

  { 

   IsReply = event.getAttributeValue("IsReply"); 

   if ((IsReply!=null) && (IsReply=="0")) 

   { 

   if(bContactInfo){ 

  // document.forms.ContactInfoForm.target="contactFrame"; 

   // DSL 3.0.7 

   tmpinteraction = idInteraction; 

   } 

   } 

        } 

//END SVE 

  var reason = ""; 

  var agentname=""; 

         if (myc==VOICE) 

         { 

  //3.1.7 SRA 

  //7.2.004.010c SRA 

     startRonaTimeout(idInteraction); 

         } 

 

     if (alwaysoverwrite=="true") 

     { 

         if (displaykeys==1) 

         { 
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            document.forms.NewKVPForm.target=window.parent.Genericframe.kvpfrm.name; 

            DisplayKvps("",idInteraction,""); 

         } 

         if (myc==VOICE) 

         { 

            window.parent.Genericframe.tab_selector(ringing_voice); 

         } 

         else 

         { 

            window.parent.Genericframe.tab_selector(ringing_mcr); 

         } 

     } 

     else 

     {// do standard behaviour 

         // DSL 7.6.124.000 

         if (displaykeys==1) 

         { 

            document.forms.NewKVPForm.target=window.parent.Genericframe.kvpfrm.name; 

            DisplayKvps("",idInteraction,""); 

            window.parent.Genericframe.tab_selector("kvp"); 

         } 

     } 

     self.focus(); 

 

] 

Explanation (everything is case sensitive!): 
 

General concepts Description 

Commlist Commlist is a generic javascript list that 
contains all the ongoing communication 
objects 

MyComm The current ongoing interaction 

ThinConnector This is a general variable that contains the 
selected connector Type. If 0 then no 
connector, otherwise there is a connector 
installed on the machine (This connector is 
the ideal framework connector, for more 
info see Connector Guide) 

sendClientEvent Function that sends an event to the 
universal connector 

Key/Value KeyList This is a generic key value that contains all 
the keys attached to the interaction. It is 
only containing the keys itself, the value 
needs to be processed through another 
request event. 

Example: KEY1|KEY2|KEY3| 

Smalltoolbar Flag indicating the small or the normal 
toolbar (always false as of GWT8) 
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bContactInfo Flag indicates if Contact information needs 
to be displayed or not. 

Alwaysoverwrite Flag that determines if the standard 
behaviour of tab display needs to be done 
or that it controlled by the CME options 

window.parent.Genericframe.tab_selector Function that selects a certain tab based 
on the parameter 

 

 

 

 

Code Description 

Commlist.startIncomingCallById(MyComm); 

 

This event starts the blinking of 
communication “MyComm” 

if (ThinConnector > 0 && myc > -1) Checks if connector is available 

if (myc==VOICE) Is a check that the myc variable, which 
contains the type of interaction is VOICE. 
We have the following interaction types 

VOICE 

EMAIL 

UWF 

CHAT 

if (!smalltoolbar) This check is validating that the normal 
toolbar is used 

if(bContactInfo) 

 

This check is validating of contact 
information needs to be displayed 

 

This part of the customization centre allows you to add business logic in a very simple way 
into these event entry points. A generally used integration is doing an additional screen pop 
when an event ringing is happening. When you’re using the thinconnector, using the ideal 
framework integration component, then this done automatically when you embed the OCX or 
other client connector into your application (see integration guide). If you want to pop an 
additional window in another application (web based) not using any local installation you can 
add the following line to the end of the event ringing structure 

 

Var mywind = window.open(your url, “_blank”,"left=" + left + ", top=" 

+ top +",menubar=no,toolbar=no,width=300,height=50");; 

This will open a new window, based on the URL. You can read the key value pairs via the 
above mentioned procedures and append it to the URL and perform a screen pop. 
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1.3.3.3. Activation of the customization 

Before changing something of the base line WO, you need to identify the files that you have 
to change. In this case it is only 1 file, meaning tc_toolbar.js 

We have the following paths for this file: 

Type Path Description 

Baseline \webapps\gwt\scripts\tc_toolbar.js This is the original file 
containing the standard 
base line integration 
and flow 

Custom \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom\scripts\tc_toolbar.js This is the new 
workflow object that 
you can customize. 

 

Before continuing you have to copy the base line tc_toolbar.js into the custom path, 
meaning \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom\scripts. 

After this you can alter the tc_toolbar.js script in the Custom\scripts directory and it will be 
automatically used during next restart or reread of the toolbar. 
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1.3.4. Customization level 2 

1.3.4.1. Introduction 

This level of customization is used to change basic layout of the WO application. The WO 
application is based on JSP, containing style sheets. There is one generic style sheet that is 
provided out of the box. This part of the customization allows 3rd persons to overwrite the 
default style sheet and implement a customized look and feel. 

 

1.3.4.2. How does it work 

The WO application contains a standard style sheet named IGCStyle.css, and is located in the 
\webapps\gwt\pages root directory. This style sheet may not be touched. The customizable 
style sheet is found in the following directory \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom and is called 
CustomStyle.css 

 

Type Path Description 

Baseline \webapps\gwt This is the original file containing the 
standard base line style sheet 

Custom \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom This is the stylesheet you can customize. 
When changes are done, the GWT will detect 
this and will overwrite the baseline 
stylesheet 

 

In General WO has a requestor mechanism build in. This means that if you customize a file, in 
this case the style sheet, and you put it into a specific path in the page class directory, the 
WO application detects this and redirects the content to the newly created file, and therefore 
overwrites the standard style sheet features. All the base line JSP pages use styles sheets for 
display reasons. If you alter the style sheet it will be reflected in the whole WO application. 

  

The CustomStyle.css contains a copy of the base line style sheet. When altered WO will 
automatically recognize the change and it will adapt the layout accordingly. 

 

1.3.4.3. Activation of the customization 

Type Path Description 

Baseline \webapps\gwt This is the original file containing the 
standard base line style sheet 

Custom \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom This is the stylesheet you can customize. 
When changes are done, the WO will detect 
this and will overwrite the baseline 
stylesheet 

 

To activate the customization, you can simply change the CustomStyle.css style sheet located 
in the Custom type path of the above table and the changes will be activated when WO is 
restarted. 
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1.3.5. Customization level 3 

1.3.5.1. Introduction 

This level of customization is used especially for changing the layout of the WO application. 
Through this way of customization it becomes possible to start your development based on the 
base line JSP pages and to alter them, without interfering with the base line JSP. 

When a customer wants to add buttons, gray out items, change the behavior of pages, add 
fields, … it can all be done through this level of customizations. 

 

1.3.5.2. How does it work 

As already explained during the initial description in this document, the WO implemented a 
MVC architecture that separates the business logic from the presentation logic. Additionally a 
custom detection mechanism is built in to WO application to detect customized JSP pages. 

To be able to control the customized JSPs, a technique is introduced called “Pageclassing”. 

 

1.3.5.3. Understanding page classes 

When developing or customizing JSP pages, you control the specific features and options that 
are accessible through that page. For example, you could design one version of a JSP page to 
include a particular set of features on top of the base line features. This means that, in a 
typical environment, you might have different versions of a particular JSP page, based on 
potentially multiple customizations. In this situation, you can use page classes to define the 
specific Java Server Page that the users should use within your web application. A page class 
is a collection of customized JSP pages which are viewable by the users of the WO application. 
It is possible to have a combination of base line JSP pages and customized JSP pages used 
amongst each other. 

For example, you could extend the base line reschedule form for outbound campaigns by 
adding additional fields, without customizing the rest of the outbound preview screen, since 
the reschedule JSP is a subset of the preview JSP pages. The reschedule JSP is a sub set of the 
preview JSP set and can be customized in a page class. This is the case for all JSP and related 
pages and scripts. 

At execution time, the Controller servlet (request dispatcher) automatically checks whether 
there is a version of the JSP page for the page class available or not. You do not need to add 
any code to your JSP page to perform this check. 
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1.3.5.4. Starting development 

Since the base line code has all the necessary functions available, we recommend always 
starting the customized version, based on the base line version of the corresponding JSP page. 

 

At the moment there is no way to retrieve information about the current JSP pages used in 
the WO application when you are looking at a specific page in the toolbar application. 

The page tree is divided in different areas, based upon functionality: 

 

 
 

Based on the intended functionality change the JSP pages can be found in the corresponding 
directory under the pages directory of the web apps directory.  

Type Path Description 

Baseline \webapps\gwt\pages This is the original file containing the 
standard base line folders and JSP pages 

Custom \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom\pages This is the place to put the customized 
JSP folders. 

 

If you want to start customizing an existing JSP it is important that you replicate the complete 
directory under the “Custom” directory situated in the Pageclass directory. 

 

As an example, suppose we want to customize the JSP compilation check page in the admin 
console. First we have to replicate the directory structure 
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1.3.5.4.1. Step 1: Replicate directory structure 

 

The base line directory, situated in the “pages” directory, contains an admin directory, 
containing all the JSP pages related to the admin console. We create the same directory under 
the /pageclass/Custom/pages directory. 

 

1.3.5.4.2. Step 2: Copy the required JSP page 

To start the customization of the compilation check JSP page, we copy the check.jsp from the 
base line, situated in /pages/admin/check.jsp into the newly created directory 
/pageclass/Custom/pages/admin/check.jsp 

 

In general this is like this: 

Copy existing baseline check.jsp (see below) 

 

Into newly created directory (see below) 
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After doing this the customized version is activated during next restart of WO. 

 

1.3.5.5. Customizing the JSP itself 

Now we have activated the customization, now we are ready to change it. Suppose we want 
to add a button on the incoming email page. After we have done step 1 and step 2 like 
demonstrated above, we can change the tc_toolbar_email_in_view.jsp page, that contains the 
incoming email. 

We have the following situation: 

 

 

Next you can open the customized version of the tc_toolbar_email_in_view.jsp, situated in 
the pageclass directory with your own preferred JSP editing tool. We prefer to use IntelliJ or 
Eclipse for editing pages, but you can choose any type of JSP editor you want. 
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1.3.5.5.1. Explanation of different items in jsp 

A. Tag libraries 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 

<%@ taglib uri="struts-bean" prefix="bean" %> 

<%@ taglib uri="struts-action" prefix="action" %> 

<%@ taglib uri="gwt" prefix="gwt" %> 

 

other taglibs 

 
<%@ taglib  uri="pullet" prefix="pullet" %> 

 

The WO application uses several custom build tag libraries, to easy the development of JSP 
pages. We have the following tag libraries: 

 

Type Library Used Name Purpose 

Baseline <!DOCTYPE>  This DOCTYPE specifies which features to enable 
in the browser. If this DOCTYPE is not supplied 
then some special effects like hover etc will not 
work. 

Baseline struts-bean Bean This tag is used for general bean access for STRUTS 
related forms and actions. 

Example: 

var idDn="<bean:write 

name="eMailInForm" property="idDn"/>"; 

This function retrieves the ID od the DN from the 
EmailIn Form 

Baseline struts-
action 

Action This tag is used for general action items for 
STRUTS related forms and actions. 

Example: 

    <action:action name="replyForm" 

              functionName="doReply" 

              actionURL="replyEMailIn.do" 

              

beanClass="com.ideal.thin.form.ReplyKeyForm"/> 

This action tag is called by using the javascript 
function “doReply” and it will perform the 
“replyEMailIn.do” action towards the Controller 
servlet.  

Baseline Gwt Gwt This custom tag is used to include a header page In 
all the JSP pages. It also takes into account the 
pageclass principle. 

Example: 

<gwt:include 

page="/pages/tc_include_head.jsp"/> 

Baseline Pullet Pullet The pullet tag, not used in email, is a tag that 
“receives” real time information from the WO 
application server. 
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Example: 

<pullet:message subject="/Comm/AddVoice"> 

  var idInteractionPrimary = 

event.getAttributeValue("idInteractionPrimary"); 

  var idCommunication = 

event.getAttributeValue("idCommunication"); 

   var idDn = event.getAttributeValue("idDn"); 

<%=com.ideal.thin.core.EventFile. 

getInstance().getEventCode("/Comm/AddVoice")%> 

 </pullet:message> 

In this example the pullet creates a function that 
retrieves the /Comm/AddVoice event from the 
application server. When this event is send by the 
server towards the browser, this “pullet” tag will 
trap the corresponding message and will activate 
the corresponding javascript, as seen in 
“Customization Level 1” 

 

B. Header JSP coding 

At the beginning of each JSP a link towards the corresponding AllLogic class is retrieved. This 
AllLogic class contains all information about this user. Through this mechanism you can 
retrieve or perform any kind of action related to the current agent. 

Example: 
com.ideal.thin.core.AllLogic generalinfo = 

(com.ideal.thin.core.AllLogic)session.getAttribute("generalinfo"); 

com.ideal.thin.form.EMailInForm info 

=(com.ideal.thin.form.EMailInForm)request.getAttribute("eMailInForm"); 

com.genesyslab.ail.InteractionMailIn eMail = info.getEMailIn(); 

String contactId=eMail.getContactId(); 

 

The above JSP code is doing the following items: 

 

Type Action Description 

Baselin
e 

com.ideal.thin.core.AllLogic generalinfo = 
(com.ideal.thin.core.AllLogic)session.getAttribute("generalinfo"); 

This action is retrieving the 
correct reference towards the 
AllLogic class of the current 
agent. It stores the reference 
to this class in a variable call 
“generalinfo”. Throughout the 
complete WO implementation 
“generalinfo” means all 
available information about 
this agent/session. 

Baselin
e 

com.ideal.thin.form.EMailInForm info 
=(com.ideal.thin.form.EMailInForm)request.getAttribute("eMailIn
Form"); 

This part reads out the 
information attached to the 
posted form, related to the 
incoming email. This means 
this line requests information 
about the current email and 
places it into the info object 

Baselin
e 

com.genesyslab.ail.InteractionMailIn eMail = info.getEMailIn(); 

 

This part retrieves the 
complete email 

Baselin
e 

String contactId=eMail.getContactId(); This part retrieves the contact 
person ID of the email 
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C. Perform a post towards the servlet 

If you want to execute a certain function on the WO application server you can post a request 
via the action tag like this (a more detailed explanation comes later): 

 

<action:action name="replyForm" 

               functionName="doReply" 

               actionURL="replyEMailIn.do" 

               beanClass="com.ideal.thin.form.email.ReplyKeyForm"/> 

 

Type Library Used Name Purpose 

Baseline <action> Name Name of the Form, is only used for the struts 
framework internally but needs to be unique 
throughout the whole page 

Baseline <action> functionName Javascript function name that can be used to 
call this function 

Baseline <action> actionURL Action called at the server side. this action is 
defined in the struts-config.xml 

Baseline <action> beanClass Is the form that is used to pass data to the 
server and back 

 

 

 Another way is opening a new window and posting the result in there. 

 

Example: 
function viewHistory(){ 

            var idDn = "<bean:write name="eMailInForm" property="idDn"/>"; 

            var idInt = "<bean:write name="eMailInForm" property="idInteraction"/>"; 

            openWindow("<%=WindowSettings.CONTACT_EMAIL_HISTORY_WINDOW%>", 

"viewContact.do?showhistory=true&contactId=<%=contactId%>", "_blank");    } 

 

The viewHistory function is called when you click on the history function at the bottom of the 
email in screen. This java script function opens a new window and will redirect the complete 
history of the contact person in the newly created window. This is done by using the 
openWindow (is our own window.open function) function in combination with a .DO action. 

Each .DO action is a standard STRUTS action command that is interpreted by the STRUTS 
controller servlet (for more details see Customization Level 5). 

In this case we post a “viewcontact.do” action towards the WO application server, including 
the contacted as a parameter and the JSP that needs to come back from the call to the WO 
application server. 
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Another example: 

 
function performDoReply(interim) { 

       var idDn = "<bean:write name="eMailInForm" property="idDn"/>"; 

        var idInt = "<bean:write name="eMailInForm" property="idInteraction"/>"; 

        openWindow("<%=WindowSettings.EMAIL_WINDOW%>", "replyEMailIn.do?idDn=" + idDn + 

"&idInteraction=" + idInt + "&idQueue=&interimReply=" + interimReply, "_top"); 

    } 

 

In this case we open a new window with the reply of the email. This java script function is 
called from the email in bottom view, when you click reply. 

Here we pass the ID of the interaction and the DN to make sure that we reply to the correct 
incoming email. 
 

D. Adding a button 

If we look at the tc_toolbar_email_in_view.jsp page we see all the buttons at the bottomof 
the page. We see the following entry: 
<td> 

              <div style="float:left" align="center" name='doDone' id='doDone' 

onclick="javascript:performDoDone();" class="btn_on" title="<bean:message 

key="tooltip.GWT.markDone" locale="locale"/>" >  

<div id="doDoneimg" name="doDoneimg" class="btn_email_markdone"></div> 

</div> 

 </td> 

 

This entry represents a button at the bottom of the screen. 

We have 2 DIVs, 1 DIV for the canvas background that is grayed once you hover over the icon, 
and a 2nd DIV for the icon itself. 

The 1st DIV has the following options as a class, that is defined in IGCStyle.css 

btn_on : the button canvas is active 

btn_off : the button canvas is not active, meaning grayed out. 

 

We have the following detailed explanation: 

  

Type Action Description 

Baselin
e 

onclick="javascript:performDoDone();" When clicking this button, the 
“performDone()” javascript function is 
called. 

Baselin
e 

class="btn_on" Canvas is active, "btn_off" deactivates the 
canvas 

Baselin
e 

title="<bean:message 
key="tooltip.GWT.markDone" 
locale="locale"/>" 

The title of the image is displayed when 
you move your mouse over it, so it is the 
tooltip. The bean message is used to 
retrieve the text of the message in the 
correct language (see Customization Level 
5 to add entries) 

Baselin
e 

class="btn_email_markdone" This is the class of the 2nd DIV that 
contains the real button image. the class 
is coming from the IGCStyle.css stylesheet 
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The performDoDone() function looks like this: 
function performDoDone() { 

      document.forms.doneForm.target = "_top"; 

      doDone("<bean:write name="eMailInForm" property="idDn"/>","<bean:write 

name="eMailInForm" property="idInteraction"/>"); 

} 

 

function performDoDone() { 

... 

    if (!done_click) 

    { 

        done_click = true; 

        document.forms.doneForm.target = "_top"; 

        document.getElementById("doDone").className="btn_off"; 

        var mtitle = "<bean:message key="tooltip.GWT.markDone" locale="locale"/>" + " 

" + "<bean:message key="general.notavailable" locale="locale"/>"; 

        document.getElementById("doDone").title=mtitle; 

        setTimeout("do_dodone();", 50); 

    } 

} 

 

function do_dodone() 

{ 

    doDone("<bean:write name="eMailInForm" property="idDn"/>", "<bean:write 

name="eMailInForm" property="idInteraction"/>"); 

} 

 

It first checks if the button already has been pushed to protect the double click, that sends 2 
events to the server. Next it puts the correct target form. This is needed to make sure that 
the response to the request is put in the correct frame. “_top” means top most frame 

 

Next it disables the button once you clicked on it by: 

• disabling the canvas 

        document.getElementById("doDone").className="btn_off" 

• put the correct title, meaning the name followed by "not available" 

 

        var mtitle = "<bean:message key="tooltip.GWT.markDone" locale="locale"/>" + " 

" + "<bean:message key="general.notavailable" locale="locale"/>"; 

        document.getElementById("doDone").title=mtitle; 

 

Next a call is done towards the doDone Action bean, including the different parameters to 
include during the post. 

The action bean itself looks like this: 

 

<action:action name="doneForm" 

                   functionName="doDone" 

                   actionURL="markDoneInteraction.do" 

                   beanClass="com.ideal.thin.form.IntDetailForm"/> 
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Again the same mechanism, the javascript function is called “doDone” and the corresponding 
post is “markDoneInteraction.do”, which is defined in the struts-config.xml (see 
Customization level 5 for more details) 

If you want to add a new button, perform the following tasks: 

• Copy the <td> line of an existing button 

• Change the name, divs and message bean 

• Change the corresponding javascript 

• Make a new javascript and a new <action> bean corresponding with the new 
javascript function. 

• Next items to perform is discussed in Customization level 5 

 

1.3.5.6. Activation of the customization 

Type Path Description 

Baseline \webapps\gwt\pages This is the path to the original pages 
directory 

Custom \webapps\gwt\pageclass\Custom Make the exact same path towards the 
customized JSP page in this directory 

 

To activate the customization, you must copy the JSP file you want to customize into the 
Custom directory in the corresponding path which you need to create. After a GWT restart 
your customized version of the JSP is taken into account. 
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1.3.6. Customization level 4 

1.3.6.1. Description 

In GWT7.6/8.0, the 4th level of customization allowed to define java code in xml files, which 
were present on the server side. 

This way, the logic defined within was triggered when specific events were handled. 

As of WO, this customization method is no longer supported – since it was never used, and the 
other customization levels offer much more flexibility. 

As of WO (9), this level of customization is no longer supported. 
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1.3.7. Customization level 5 

1.3.7.1. Introduction 

This level of customization is the final level. This level in combination with all the previous 
levels is giving total control on the WO application. All customizations performed by ideal 
systems are using this level. To access this level, ideal systems will ship an additional 
component including a custom project called GWT_9_Custom. 

This project allows a developer to take over or extend all the classes situated in the WO 
application, without interfering with the baseline. For that reason, ideal systems does not 
need to open up their source code, the developer can build his extensions on top of the 
provided and obfuscated JAR files. 

1.3.7.2. Preparation 

First, you will need to setup your workspace in Eclipse. See the separate chapter ‘setup 
workspace’ for more information. 

1.3.7.3. Customizing classes 

Classes that are created for your custom project should be put in a directory 
com.ideal.yourcompanyname. When customizing classes from the baseline, you should keep 
the package structure but put yourcompany name in the package name. For example 
com.ideal.yourcompanyname.thin.core.AllLogicCustom will be the full qualified class name of 
your custom AllLogic class. 

 

1.3.7.3.1. Customizing the AllLogic.java class 

The AllLogic class in the toolbar contains most of the business logic of the WO application. 
This class is fully customizable. How to customize this class is explained in this chapter.  

First, tell the WO application where the custom AllLogic class is located. In the 
customclass.properties file in GWT_Custom/src, insert the mapping to your custom file. 

com.ideal.thin.core.AllLogic=com.ideal.yourcompanyname.thin.core.AllLogicCustom 

 

Next, create your AllLogic class in the GWT_Custom/src. Note that the custom AllLogic class 
should extend the baseline AllLogic class. From now on you can  

• create new methods in the custom AllLogic class 

• override existing methods, this way you can easily customize existing functions in the 
AllLogic class. 

• access protected variables of the AllLogic class 
 
All custom business logic in java should be put in methods in the custom AllLogic class, not in 
the struts actions. This class is accessible from each action class. 

The AllLogic class contains some useful members like CtiLogic (link with the CTI layer for 
PSDK communication). 
 

1.3.7.3.2. Customizing the ConfigItem.java class 

The same way as described above, you can customize the ConfigItem.java class. 

First, tell the WO application where the custom ConfigItem class is located. In the 
customclass.properties file in GWT_Custom/src, insert the mapping to your custom file. 

com.ideal.thin.core.config.ConfigItem= 

com.ideal.yourcompanyname.thin.core.config.ConfigItemCustom 

You might need to customize this class to read configuration from the customwrapper.xml 
file. This xml file can contain any configuration that you want to put in an xml file on the 
server. This can be sql statements.  
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1.3.7.4. Customizing the InitThinAction 

InitThinAction is a simple class that implements two methods:  

- onInitializeInitThin(): this function is called add the end of the init() method of the 
InitThin servlet which is loaded on WO boot. 

- onDestroyInitThin(): this function is called just before the AIL factory is killed, when 
the WO application stops. 

By creating a class which extends the InitThinAction class, you can add custom code to perform 
tasks when WO starts and/or stops. 

Don’t forget to add a mapping to your custom class in the customclasses.properties, as 
described in previous sections. 

 

1.3.7.5. Customize a jsp 

In order to customize a JSP page, copy the JSP from the GWT_Baseline/pages directory into 
the GWT_Custom/pages directory. Note that the directory should be identical. Now you can 
customize the JSP page. See customizing level 3 for more info on customizing JSPs. 

Example: Dial a number from a custom JSP. 

First, add the action to the JSP using the action taglib: 

<action:action name="dialContactOutForm" 

    functionName="doDialContactOut" 

    actionURL="doOutCall.do" 

    beanClass=" com.ideal.thin.form.voice.OutCallForm"/> 

 
Next, call the javascript function in your JSP.  
 

doDialContactOut(“0435445909”); 
 

1.3.7.5.1. Customizing tc_toolbar_common.jsp 

To avoid upgrading problems in the toolbar, we recommend to not customize this file. There 
is an alternative to customize the behavior of functionalities in this file by not changing any 
code in the file. 

In the tc_toolbar.jsp which include the tc_toolbar_common.jsp, 2 other files are included. 
The tc_toolbar_include.jsp is included before the tc_toolbar_common.jsp and the 
tc_toolbar_end_include.jsp is included after the tc_toolbar_common.jsp. 

So, tc_toolbar.jsp and tc_toolbar_small are including the following files in the following order 

• tc_toolbar_include.jsp 

• tc_toolbar_common.jsp 

• tc_toolbar_end_include.jsp 

If you now want to customize some javascript functions in that are located inside the 
tc_toolbar_common.jsp, just copy past this function to the tc_toolbar_end_include.jsp page 
(between 2 script tags of course) and modify the content of this new function. Next rename 
the function and inform indicate that your new function overrides the original function. 

Let’s explain using an example: if you want to customize the function DialNumber, copy the 
DialNumber function from the tc_toolbar_common.jsp to tc_toolbar_end_include and rename 
the function to MyDialNumber. 

 <script> 

DialNumber=MyDialNumber; //MyDialNumber function overrides the 

DialNumber function 

function MyDialNumber(){ 

  //your custom code 
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} 

</script> 

Always keep in mind that customizing the tc_toolbar_common.jsp should be done via the 
tc_toolbar_include.jsp and tc_toolbar_end_include.jsp because this causes less problems 
when upgrading a custom project to a new version of the toolbar. 

 

1.3.7.6. Toolbar popup menu 

In order to add menu items to the menu, the following steps should be followed. 

The menuitems should be added in the toolbar-menu section into the thinwrapper.xml. Just 
add a new item tag between the toolbar-menu tags. Note the following attributes: 

• id: a unique id for this menu item 

• key: a key in the GWTResources.properties file or the 
CustomGWTResources.properties file. Not that in case you want to refer to an entry 
in the CustomGWTResources.properties file, you need to add a custom: as a prefix to 
the key. 

• type: text for a normal menu-item  

• action: a javascript function that has to be executed when the user clicks this menu-
item. Be sure that the function is defined in the tc_toolbar_include.jsp or 
tc_toolbar_end_include.jsp file. 

Via this menu, the customer can implement some functionality (like opening other windows) 
that should be accessible from the toolbar without impacting the global layout of the toolbar. 

 

1.3.7.7. Customizing struts actions 

1.3.7.7.1. New Struts action 

New struts actions should be added into the struts-custom.xml file. This class is located in the 
GWT_Custom/web/WEB-INF directory. We assume that you have some background in using the 
Apache Struts Framework. To clearly distinguish custom action from the baseline and to 
prevent conflicts, we highly recommend adding a prefix to each action path in each action. 

<action name="callPopupForm"  

type="com.ideal.thin.custom.action.CallPopupAction" 

scope="request" path="/custom/doCallPopup"> 

            <forward name="success" 

path="/gwt/pages/callpopup.jsp"/> 

</action> 

 

In the new action class, you have access to the AllLogic object, called generalinfo. You can 
access/use public members and methods of this class in your action. In order to use your 
CustomAllLogic, you first have to cast the generalinfo object. 

 

((CustomAllLogic)generalinfo).myCustomMethod(); 
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1.3.7.7.2. Override struts action 

You might want to override an existing action; this section explains what to do in which 
cases. 

A. Customized action class 

Let’s explain this using a small example. Action /doDialOutboundContact in the struts-
config.xml file in GWT_Baseline/web/WEB-INF should first add a zero to the phone number to 
call. 

First, copy the action from the GWT_Baseline/web/WEB-INF/struts-config.xml info the 
GWT_Custom/web/WEB-INF/struts-custom.xml and change the action class in the type 
argument. 

<action name="outboundContactForm" 

type="com.ideal.thin.custom.action.OutboundCallAction"  

scope="request" path="/doDialOutboundContact"> 

 

<forward name="success" path="/viewOutboundContact.do" /> 

       <forward name="failure" 

path="/gwt/pages/tc_main_empty.jsp" /> 

</action> 

 

Next, create the custom action class and modify the content of the execute function in order 
to add the zero in front of the number to dial. 

 

public ActionForward execute(AllLogic 

generalinfo,InteractionVoiceContext interactionVoiceContext, 

ActionMapping mapping, ActionForm form, HttpServletRequest 

request, HttpServletResponse response) 

{ 

OutboundContactForm theForm = (OutboundContactForm)form; 

String phone = “0”+theForm.getPhone(); 

         if(generalinfo.doMakeCall2(interactionVoiceContext, 

phone)) 

             return mapping.findForward("success"); 

         else 

             return onFailure(mapping, form, request, 

response); 

} 

E. Customized action forward 

If you want to modify the forwards of an action, just copy the action from the 
GWT_Baseline/web/WEB-INF/struts-config.xml info the GWT_Custom/web/WEB-INF/struts-
custom.xml and change the action class in the type argument.  

<action name="outboundContactForm" 

type="com.ideal.thin.action.OutboundCallAction"  

scope="request" path="/doDialOutboundContact"> 

 

<forward name="success" 

path="/viewCustomOutboundContact.do" /> 

       <forward name="failure" 

path="/gwt/pages/custom_main_empty.jsp" /> 

</action> 
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1.3.7.8. I18N (Internationalization) 

The WO application supports Internationalization via the Struts Framework. If you want to 
make your customized pages also language dependent, you need to add the custom keys into 
the CustomGWTResources.properties. (CustomGWTResources_EN.properties) 

In your JSP pages, use the bean taglib to display the keys. Note that the bundle attribute is 
required if you want to display custom keys. Remove it to display baseline keys. 

<bean:message bundle="custom" key="your.key" locale="locale"/> 

 

1.3.7.9. Access to databases 

To access external databases, you should first check whether the connection you need is 
already defined in the DBConfig.xml file or not. If this is the case, you should use the existing 
connection. If there is no connection defined for the database you need to access, you should 
add a new connection. Check the GWT_Deployment_Guide.doc, chapter DBConfig.xml SQL 
options explained, for the exact syntax to add a new connection. 

 

1.3.7.9.1. Define custom sql statements 

In the customwrapper.xml file, add the sql statements you want to execute. For example: 

<CustomSQL> 

        <Query id="ContactSearchOnPhone" statement="select Contact.StrAttribute1, 

Contact.id from Contact where Contact.@@PhoneNumber = '@@1'" databaseserver="mssql" 

database="contact" /> 

         <Query id="ContactSearchOnPhone" statement="select Contact.StrAttribute1, 

Contact.id from Contact where Contact.@@PhoneNumber = '@@1'" databaseserver="oracle" 

database="contact" /> 

        <Query id="NewCustomSqlStatement" statement="select Contact.StrAttribute2, 

Contact.id from Contact where Contact.@@PhoneNumber = '@@1'" databaseserver="mssql" 

database="contact" /> 

    </CustomSQL> 

 

Every custom sql statements is defined in a Query node and contains several attributes: 

• Id: this contains the name of the sql statement. This can be the name of an existing 
baseline sql statement or the name of a new sql statement.  

• Statement: in here the custom sql statement is defined. The @@1 is a variable that 
will be filled out at runtime. 

• Database: on which database is this sql statement meant to be. For example contact, 
genesys, … database 

• Databaseserver: for which databaseserver is this sql statement meant to be. For 
example if dev database environment runs MSSQL but the actual test/production 
environment runs ORACLE. In this case some sql statements could cause syntax errors 
when running in different environment. WO will load the proper sql statement (if 
defined) for the databaseserver where the database is located. Possible values are 
currently MSSQL, ORACLE and DB2. 
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1.3.7.10. Customize the ConfigItemCustom.java 

As explained in a previous chapter, you can customize the ConfigItem.java file. To read 
customer sql statements, you need to do the following: 

 

A. Define a static variable 

On top of the ConfigItemCustom, define a public static variable  

public static String newCustomSqlStatement = “”; 

 

B. Selecting data from the database 

//First create a new SQLManager object 

SQLManager sqlManager = SQLManager.createInstance(); 

 

//Surround your db access always with a try … catch … finally 

try { 

    //execute your query 

    ResultSet rs = sqlManager.executeContactQuery(parseSql(ConfigItemCustom. 

newCustomSqlStatement, anId, null,  null, null, null)); 

    //Get the result and read the required data 

    if (rs.next()) { 

        convid = rs.getString("aColumn"); 

    } else { 

        convid = ""; 

    } 

} 

catch (SQLException e) { 

    //Log possible exceptions 

    logger.warn("Error retrieving PhoneCall records : " + " sqlState: " + 

e.getSQLState(), e); 

} 

finally { 

    //in all cases, the sqlManager should be closed 

    sqlManager.close(); 

} 

 
Note that for new connections, you should use the following syntax where <connectionid> is 
the id of the connection in the DBConfig.xml file. 
 
ResultSet rs = 

sqlManager.executeQuery(parseSql(ConfigItem.contactPhoneCallConnection

IdSQL, phoneCallId, null,  null, null, null), “<connectionid>”); 

 

F. Updating/Inserting data from the database 

SQLManager sqlManager = SQLManager.getInstance(); 

try { 

    String sql = parseSql(ConfigItemCustom. newCustomSqlStatement, anId, 

null, null, null, null); 

 

        boolean res = sqlManager.executeGenesysUpdate(sql); 

 

        if (!res) { 

            logger.warn("error executing SQL statement : " + sql); 

        } 

} catch (SQLException ex) { 

    logger.warn("sql exception", ex); 

} 

finally { 

    //in all cases, the sqlManager should be closed 

    sqlManager.close(); 

} 
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Note that for new connections, you should use the following syntax where <connectionid> is 
the id of the connection in the DBConfig.xml file. 
 
ResultSet rs = sqlManager. executeGenesysUpdate(sql, “<connectionid>”); 

 

1.3.7.11. Database access 

1.3.7.11.1. Connection pools 

To access external databases, you should first check whether the connection you need is 
already defined in the DBConfig.xml file or not. If this is the case, you should use the existing 
connection. If there is no connection defined for the database you need to access, you should 
add a new connection. Check the Deployment_Guide.doc, chapter DBConfig.xml SQL options 
explained, for the exact syntax to add a new connection. 

<connection id="customconnection"> 

   <dbms>MSSQL</dbms> 

   <url>jdbc:sqlserver://DEMOSRV:1433;</url> 

   <db-user>gcti</db-user> 

   <db-password>gcti</db-password> 

   <max-pool-size>50</max-pool-size> 

   <enabled>1</enabled> 

</connection> 

 

Note: you should add a child-element enabled with value 1 to enable the connection. 

1.3.7.11.2. Selecting data from the database 

//First create a new SQLManager object 

SQLManager sqlManager = SQLManager.createInstance(); 

 

//Surround your db access always with a try … catch … finally 

try { 

    //execute your query 

    ResultSet rs = sqlManager.executeQuery(“SELECT * FROM invoices”, 

“customconnection”); 

    //Get the result and read the required data 

    if (rs.next()) { 

        convid = rs.getString("invoicedate"); 

    } else { 

        convid = ""; 

    } 

} 

catch (SQLException e) { 

    //Log possible exceptions 

    logger.warn("Error retrieving invoice records : " + " sqlState: " + 

e.getSQLState(), e); 

} 

finally { 

    //in all cases, the sqlManager should be closed 

    sqlManager.close(); 

} 
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1.3.7.11.3. Updating/Inserting data from the database 

SQLManager sqlManager = SQLManager.getInstance(); 

try { 

        boolean res = sqlManager.executeGenesysUpdate(“UPDATE invoices SET 

payed=1 WHERE id=63”); 

 

        if (!res) { 

            logger.warn("update invoice : error executing SQL statement : " + 

sql); 

        } 

} catch (SQLException ex) { 

    logger.warn("update invoice : sql exception", ex); 

} 

finally { 

    //in all cases, the sqlManager should be closed 

    sqlManager.close(); 

} 
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1.3.7.12. Abstraction layer 

First of all, within WO (as of GWT8.2.4.x) the Model-View-Controller architecture has been 
enforced. This implies that no longer calls for requesting business logic are made from the 
available jsp pages. 

Instead, the struts actions will request the required data and attach them into the foreseen 
struts forms. 

Genesys PSDK

CTI Layer

Struts
Controller

Business Logic
(Model)

View
(JSP)

 

 

Within WO (9), an extra abstraction layer was added, which is called the ‘CTI layer’. Within 
the WO application , no direct calls to the genesys SDK should be made in any classes outside 
this package (com.ideal.thin.cti). 

This means that all other WO code and customizations will make calls to the CTI layer, which 
will then make the actual call to the SDK. 

Advantage of this approach is that upgrades are easier in the future, since this cti layer won’t 
change much. 
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1.4. External components 

1.4.1. General overview 

The WO toolbar is built on a RIA (Rich interface Application) mechanism, that allows to use 
new browser features to enrich the user experience. 

To accomplish that we have used the following core add ons: 

• JQUERY : A library that extends the javascript objects so it easier to work with. This 
is a full framework that contains all kind of user interface enhancements. It is also 
build as a plug-in framework. this means it is possible to write your own extensions on 
top of it. 

• Datepicker : This is a JQUERY plug-in that contains a calendar with all aspects 
associated with it. 

• JQGRID : This is a JQUERY plug-in that renders all the tables and generates a GRID out 
of it with all the features available (delete, add, search, edit, ...) 

 

1.4.2. JQuery 

In the WO application JQUERY is mainly used as the basis for the additional plug-ins. No real 

JQUERY development is performed in WO 

 

The main goal of the JQUERY framework is to enable the plug-ins. The development is limited 

to  

1. referencing objects through the $ sign  

2. performing the load event  

3.  performing the ready event 

 

the 2 latest events are needed to make sure that all the components of the framework are 

loaded, before activating the plug-ins. 

 

an example is: 

 

$(window).load(function () { 

     DrawBackgroundborder("mycontrolborder"); 

 }); 

$(window).resize(function () { 

     DrawBackgroundborder("mycontrolborder"); 

 }); 

 

         $(document).ready(function() { 

           $(".mycontrolborder").backgroundCanvas(); 

          }); 
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another example of JQuery features used: 

 

1. referencing IDs 

$("#tabs").show(); 

 

In this case the element with id = tabs is searched in the document. It is the same feature as 
getElementById() 

 

2. referencing classes 

$(".cls_queue").click() 

 

in this case the ID with the class "cls_queue" is referenced 

To activate the JQuery framework you should included 

<gwt:include page="/pages/tc_include_head_extended.jsp"/> 

at the top of your page 

 

1.4.3. datepicker 

To activate the calendar, you need to include the following in your page: 

        <gwt:include page="/pages/tc_include_head_extended.jsp"/> 

        <gwt:include 

page="/pages/tc_include_head_extended_datepicker.jsp"/> 

 

 

To show a calendar on your page, just include a DIV tag in the page: 

<div align="center" id="datepicker"></div> 

that will be used to replace with the calendar control. 

 

To activate the calendar control perform the following: 

jQuery(document).ready(function(){ 

            $("#datepicker").datepicker(); 

        }); 

 

and the calendar control is drawn on the page. To retrieve the selected date use: 

 

         var d = $("#datepicker").datepicker('getDate'); 

                    var month = d.getMonth(); 

                    var year = d.getFullYear(); 

                    var day = d.getDate(); 
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1.4.4. JQGRID 

JQGRID is used to draw all the table structures inside WO. The core of JQGRID is adapted to 
it works better with WO. 

A full description of all the functionality is included in the document jqgriddocs.pdf included 
in the documentation. 

As an example we will explain the phonebook feature. 

In general the JQGRID contains 2 parts, a client and server part. 

• client part : representing the data based on XML 

• server part : action part and a JSP part that generates XML and reacts upon actions 
towards the server (edit, delete, ...) 

 

We start with the server part SearchContactsAction. 

 

The searchcontactAction reads out the parameters from the Ajax post from the grid and reacts 
upon it like this: 

.... 

       String firstName = request.getParameter("FirstName"); 

       String lastName = request.getParameter("LastName"); 

       String phone = request.getParameter("PhoneNumber"); 

... 

PhonebookcontactsForm tmp = 

generalinfo.doSearchPhonebookRecords(filter,rows,page,sindx,sord); 

... 

 

and forwards the result to a JSP page (defined in the struts-config.xml) 

<action name="contactsForm" type="com.ideal.thin.action.phonebook.SearchContactsAction" 

scope="request" path="/searchContacts"> 

      <forward name="success" 

path="/gwt/pages/Phonebook/tc_findphonebookcontactsToXML.jsp" /> 

      <forward name="failure" path="/noResponse.do" /> 

      <forward name="tooMany" 

path="/gwt/pages/Phonebook/tc_findphonebookcontactsToXML.jsp" /> 

    </action> 

 

The second server part is a jsp and it contains the ToXML extention. (example 
tc_findphonebookcontactsToXML.jsp). The JSP will transform the result in XML data that can 
be interpreted by the grid, like this: 

<node> 

   <contactdata> 

        <LastName><%=lastname%></LastName> 

        <FirstName><%=firstname%></FirstName> 

        ... 

        <contactid><%=contactid%></contactid> 

    </contactdata> 
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    <totalrecords><%=mysize%></totalrecords> 

    <totalpages><%=totalpages%></totalpages> 

    <currpage><%=currpage%></currpage> 

</node> 

 

The <node> tag is a fixed tag, that initiates the XML. The other tags can change. In the grid at 
client side you can put a mapping between the field in the XML and the field in the grid. 

At the end of the XML you need to specify 3 additional tags  

 

• <totalrecords>: a counter for the total amount of records 

• <totalpages>: a counter for the total amount of pages 

• <currpage>: the current page inside the pages 

 

These last 3 will be used for statistical representation in the grid. 

 

Next we continue with the client part. 

To use the grid you need to include the following items into your page: 

    <jsp:include page="/pages/tc_include_head_extended.jsp"/> 

    <jsp:include page="/pages/tc_include_head_extended_grid.jsp"/> 

 

The grid contains 2 major parts that can be activated or de-activated based on your needs: 

•     <table width="100px" id="list"></table> 

 This table contains the grid data itself 

•     <div id="pager"></div> 

 This part of the grid contains the buttons at the bottom (pager buttons, next, 
 previous, ...) and also can represent action buttons like edit, add, ... 

 

 

To activate the grid we need the following javascript code (this is simplified code for 
explanation) 

 

jQuery(window).ready(function(){ 

       jQuery("#list").jqGrid({ 

       url:"searchContact.do", 

       datatype: 'xml', 

       mtype: 'POST', 

      colNames:['<bean:message key="pages.phonebook.lblLast" 

locale="locale"/>','<bean:message key="pages.phonebook.lblFirst" 

locale="locale"/>','','contactid'], 

       colModel :[ 

         {name:'LastName', title:false, index:'LastName',sortable:true,width:100, 

search:true,stype:'text', xmlmap:"LastName", editable:true,editoptions:{size:40}, 

formoptions:{elmprefix:"(*)"},editrules:{required:true}}, 
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         {name:'FirstName', title:false, index:'FirstName',sortable:true,width:70, 

search:true,stype:'text', xmlmap:"FirstName", editable:true,editoptions:{size:20}, 

formoptions:{elmprefix:"(*)"},editrules:{required:true}}, 

         {name:'contactid',index:'contactid', hidden:true,stype:'text', 

xmlmap:"contactid"} 

       ],    

       deepempty:true, 

       autoencode:true, 

       hoverrows:false, 

       onSortCol: function(index,colindex,sortorder){ 

       var stat = jQuery("#list").getGridParam('records'); 

       if (stat > 0) 

       return false; 

       else 

       return 'stop'; 

        }, 

       onCellSelect: function(rowid, iCol, cellcontent) 

       { 

       if (iCol==3) // phone number 

           { 

  

         } 

      }, 

       ondblClickRow: function(rowid,iRow,iCol,cellcontent,e) 

       { 

           if (iCol==2) // phone number 

           { 

            } 

       } 

        , 

       xmlReader: { 

                 root:"node", 

                 row:"contactdata", 

                 page:"node>currpage", 

                 total:"node>totalpages", 

                 records:"node>totalrecords", 

                 repeatitems:false, 

                 id : "contactid"}, 

       pager: '#pager', 

       rowNum:20, 

       rowList:[20,40,60], 

       sortname: 'LastName', 

       sortorder: 'asc', 

       viewrecords: true, 

       caption: '', 

       height:350, 

       pgbuttons:true, 

       pginput:true, 
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       width:750, 

       editurl:"PhonebookActionMain.do", 

       subGrid : false 

     }); 

 

Here is the explanation: 

Function Sub function Description 

url  The url that is called upon search (meaning on enter 

pressed) 

Datatype  The returned datatype 

Mtype  How the ajax call is done (GET or POST) 

colName  Column header names, must be the same amount as 
colModel 

colModel  Definition of the column itself 

 Xmlmap Defines the mapping between the returned xml and 

the column in the colModel 

 Name Reference name of the column 

 Search If it is searchable or not 

 Editable If the field is editable or not 

 Editrules Rules to implement when editing the information 

 Hidden Show the column or not 

Deepempty  This is for memory leak solution, so it MUST be true 

Autoencode  Must always be true, it encodes the XML data so it 
can be represented in HTML 

Hoverrows  Enables changing the color when hover over the 
rows. this has been disabled for 
memory/preformance reasons 

onSortCol  Function that is called when the row is sorted. 
import is that you don't allow a sort on an empty 
column, since it is posting a request to the server. 
Therefor we have a test that sees if there are rows 
or not and if not we return 'stop'. this means that 
the following action is canceled 

onCellSelect  When a cell is clicked. you retrieve the cell by using 
the iCol parameter. 

ondblClickRow  When a cell is double clicked 

XMLReader  This function configures the interpretation of the 
received xml 

 Root:node "node" is the basis for start of the XML 

 Row:contactdata This tag contains 1 record 

 Node>currpage These are the additional tags that are added to 

represent the statistics 

 Node>totalpages  

 Node>totalrecords  

 Repeatitems Should always we false 

 Id The identification of the record 

Pager  This is the id of the pager if present 
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rowList  Items in the dropdown box representing how many rows are 
displayed 

Viewrecords  If the record selector buttons are present or not 

Editurl  url that is used when updates are done (edit, delete) 

 

The actions that you can perform are activated as follows: 

jQuery("#list").jqGrid('navGrid','#pager', 

        

{view:false,refresh:false,editicon:'btn_edit',addicon:'btn_add',delico

n:'btn_delete',search:false}       ); 

 

you can split 2 kind of buttons, the standard buttons and customized buttons 

 

Function Sub function Description 

View  This is a standard button and can be activated or 

deactivated with true and false 

Editicon  This is a custom button with a custom icon 

 

so when these action buttons are pressed, the 'editurl' is called, in this case 
PhonebookActionMain.do action. 

This action performs the following tasks. 

1. it reads out the parameters retrieved from the form 

        String id = request.getParameter("id"); 

        String oper = request.getParameter("oper"); 

        String lname = request.getParameter("LastName"); 

        String fname = request.getParameter("FirstName"); 

 

2. based on the operator it reacts 

if (oper.compareToIgnoreCase("del")==0) 

        { 

            bUpdateSuccess=phonebook.doDeletePhonebook(Integer.parseInt(id)); 

        } 

        else if (oper.compareToIgnoreCase("edit")==0) 

        {          

bUpdateSuccess=phonebook.doUpdatePhonebook(Integer.parseInt(id),fname,lname,phone,secph

one,mobphone,email,secemail); 

        } 

        else if (oper.compareToIgnoreCase("add")==0) 

        {           

contactid=String.valueOf(phonebook.doInsertPhonebook(fname,lname,phone,secphone,mobphon

e,email,secemail)); 

        } 

 

For a complete reference of functionalities consult the jqgrid documentation. 
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1.5. Annex 

1.5.1. Events 

There are several pages that trap events, but for voice calls the following pages are the most 
important ones: tc_toolbar_common.jsp, tc_toolbar_buttons.jsp and tc_toolbar_voice.jsp.  

 

1.5.1.1. Events trapped by tc_toolbar.jsp 

Event Description 

/Comm/AddVoice Raised when a communication channel is 
added and the interaction type is 
‘phonecall’ or ‘phonecalloutbound’.  When 
this event is trapped by the toolbar a new 
voice communication will be added in the 
communications list of the toolbar. 

/Comm/AddEmail Raised when a communication is added and 
the interaction type is ‘emailin’, 
‘emailout’, ‘extagentin’, ‘extagentout’ or 
‘emailrequest’.  When this event is trapped 
by the toolbar a new email communication 
will be added in the communications list of 
the toolbar, and according to the connector 
type some context variables will be set. 

/Connector/Start This event is raised at the beginning of an 

agent session, when trapped by the toolbar 
some context variables are set according to 
the connector type. 

/main/UnloadBrowser Raised when an agent session is removed 
from the server, when trapped by the 
toolbar the tc_toolbar.jsp page will close 
and a message box stating that this session 
was removed will appear. 

/Comm/Close Raised when a Genesys ‘released’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by the toolbar this 
communication will be removed from the 
communication list, and it will disappear 
from the interaction area. 

/Int/release Raised when a Genesys ‘released’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by the toolbar the 
interaction will be released. 

/Int/Ringing Raised when a Genesys ‘ringing’ event is 

trapped, when trapped by the toolbar key 
value pairs are set in the context according 
to the connector type and the interaction 
appears in the interaction area. 

/Int/Dialing Raised when a Genesys ‘Dialing’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by the toolbar the 
interaction appears in the interaction area, 
and the area for voice interactions becomes 
active. 

/Int/Talking Raised when a Genesys ‘Established’ event 
is trapped, when trapped by the toolbar the 
interaction button is set accordingly.  
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According to the connector type key value 
pairs are set in the context. 

/PingEndUser Raised when a ‘recalculate’ of the user 
response time is asked in the administrative 
console.  When trapped by the toolbar the 
response time is put in a hashTable, -1 
when the response time is larger than a 
given period of time. 

/activesessionkill Raised when the end user response time is 
too large, when trapped by the toolbar an 
alert box appears.  The session will be 
disconnected. 

/mainping Raised every given period of time in the 
mainpingThread. 

/ChannelState/Ready Raised when a Genesys ‘Dn’ event is 
trapped and the status of the Dn is 
‘busy_ready’ or ‘ready’.  When trapped by 
the toolbar, button states are set 
accordingly to the Dn type.  Also a variable 
is set. 

/ChannelState/ACW Raised when a Genesys ‘Dn’ event is 
trapped and the status of the Dn is 
‘busy_aftercallwork’ or ‘aftercallwork’.   
When trapped by the toolbar, button states 
are set accordingly to the Dn type.  Also a 
variable is set. 

/ChannelState/OutOfService Raised when a Genesys ‘Dn’ event is 
trapped and the status of the Dn is 
‘out_of_service’.   When trapped by the 
toolbar, button states are set accordingly 
to the Dn type.  Also a variable is set. 

/ChannelState/Notready Raised when a Genesys ‘Dn’ event is 
trapped and the status of the Dn is 
‘busy_notready’ or ‘notready’.    When 
trapped by the toolbar, button states are 
set accordingly to the Dn type.  Also a 
variable is set. 

/ChannelState/Logout Raised when a Genesys ‘Dn’ event is 

trapped and the status of the Dn is 
‘busy_logged_out’ or ‘logged_out’’.  When 
trapped by the toolbar, button states are 
set accordingly to the Dn type.  Also a 
variable is set.  If all Dns are logged out, a 
‘/AgentState/Logout’ event is raised. 

/AgentState/Logout Raised when all Dns are logged out. When 
trapped by the toolbar, a message box 
appears saying the agent was logged out. 

/AgentState/AllReady Event is triggered when the agent is ready 
for a all the channels 

/AgentState/Ready Event is triggered when the agent is ready 
for a specific channel 

/AgetnState/AllNotReady Event is triggered when the agent is not 
ready for all channels 

/AgentState/NotReady Event is triggered when the agent is not 
ready for a specific channel 
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/AgentState/AllAfterCallWork Event is triggered when the agent is in 
aftercallwork for all channels (for voice this 
is a specific state, for MCR channels this is 
not ready with reason code 100) 

 

The most important events are mentioned 
above. Other events are not listed but can 
be gathered on demand. 

 

 

1.5.1.2. Events trapped by tc_toolbar_buttons.jsp 

Enabling and disabling buttons :  

 

There is just one event who triggers the enabling of the buttons : /Int/Possible 

This event carries 16 attributes : reconnect, transfer, completetransfer, conference, 
completeconference, hold, retrieve, alternate, releasecall, SIP Add video, SIP remove video, 
Sip Record On, SIP Record Off, push video, mute on, mute off.  

Each of these attributes indicate whether the particular action is possible, if by example 
transfer = true, then indicates this that transfering the call is possible. The following gives an 
overview of the control structure that defines which buttons will be shown. 

 

Button Parameter Description 

Hold Hold = true It’s possible to hold a call.  When trapped by 
toolbar_buttons the ‘hold’’ button is set 

accordingly:  

Retrieve = true It’s not possible to hold a call, but when it is 
possible to retrieve a call.   When trapped by 
toolbar_buttons the ‘hold’’ button is set 

accordingly:  

Reconnect = true It’s not possible to hold and to retrieve a call, 
but when it’s possible to reconnect a call.  
When trapped by toolbar_buttons the ‘hold’’ 

button is set accordingly:  

Else It’s not possible to hold an to retrieve and to 

reconnect a call. 

When trapped by toolbar_buttons the ‘hold’’ 
button is set accordingly to disabled. 

Transfer Transfer = true It’s possible to transfer a call.  When trapped 
by toolbar_buttons the ‘transfer’ button is set 

accordingly:  

Completetransfer = true It’s not possible to transfer a call but when 
it’s possible to complete transferring a call.  
When trapped by toolbar_buttons the 

‘transfer’ button is set accordingly:  

Else It’s not possible to transfer and to complete 
transferring a call.  When trapped by 
toolbar_buttons the ‘transfer’ button is set 
accordingly to disabled.  
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Conference Conference = true It’s possible to start a conference on a call.  
When trapped by toolbar_buttons the 

‘conference’ button is set accordingly  

Completeconference = 
true 

It’s not possible to start a conference on a 
call, but when it is possible to complete a 
conference on a call. When trapped by 
toolbar_buttons the ‘conference’ button is set 

accordingly  

Else It’s not possible to start a conference and to 
complete a conference on a call.  When 
trapped by toolbar_buttons the ‘conference’ 
button is set accordingly to disabled. 

 

 

1.5.1.2.1. Other events trapped by tc_toolbar_buttons 

Event Description 

/int/ringing Raised when a Genesys ‘ringing’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_buttons 

the ‘answer’   button is set like this:  
and the ‘release’   button is set like this: 

 

/int/talking Raised when a Genesys ‘established’ event 
is trapped, when trapped by 
toolbar_buttons the ‘answer’   button is 
disabled and the ‘release’   button is set 
like this:  

/int/dialing Raised when a Genesys ‘dialing’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_buttons 
the ‘answer’   button is disabled and the 

‘release’   button is set like this:  

/int/release Raised when a Genesys ‘released’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_buttons 
the ‘answer’   button is disabled and the 
‘release’   button is also disabled.  

/int/held Raised when a Genesys ‘hold’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_buttons 
the ‘answer’   button is disabled and the 
‘release’   button is also disabled. 

/comm/close Raised when a Genesys ‘released’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_buttons 
all buttons are removed from the page 
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1.5.1.3. Events trapped by tc_toolbar_voice 

Event Description 

/int/talking Raised when a Genesys ‘established’ event 
is trapped, when trapped by toolbar_voice 
the text on the first line is set to “TALKING 
TO XXXXXX” when there’s only one party 
involved, when there’s more than one party 
the text is set to “CONFERENCING WITH 
XXXXXXX, XXXXXXX”.  This is if this 
interaction is the primary interaction.  
When this is a secondary interaction the 
text on the second line will be set to 
“TALKING TO XXXXXXXX”. 

/int/release Raised when a Genesys ‘released’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_voice 
the text on the first line is cleared and the 
primary state is set to ‘status_idle’  if this 
is the primary interaction, when this is a 
secondary interaction the text on the 
second line is cleared and the secondary 
state is set to ‘idle’. 

/int/held Raised when a Genesys ‘hold’ event is 

trapped, when trapped by toolbar_voice 
the text on the first line is set to “HOLDING 
NR XXXXXXX” and the primary state is set to 
‘status_held’ if this is the primary 
interaction, when this is a secondary 
interaction the text on the second line will 
be set to “HOLDING NR XXXXXXX” and the 
secondary state will be set to ‘status_held’. 

/int/dialing Raised when a Genesys ‘dialing’ event is 
trapped, when trapped by toolbar_voice 
the text on the first line is set to “DIALING 
NR XXXXXXXX” and the primary state is set 
to ‘status_dialing’ if this is the primary 
interaction, when this is a secondary 
interaction the text on the second line will 
be set to “ALERTING NR XXXXXXXXX” and 
the secondary state will be set to 
status_dialing’. 
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1.5.2. Setting up workspace 

As development IDE, we advise to use Eclipse. This chapter contains instructions on how to 
create a new custom WO project in Eclipse. 

A WO workspace contains 2 projects 

- Baseline compiled (standard product) 
- Custom code (your custom project) 

 

1.5.2.1. Adding JDK to workspace 

As a first, step you need to configure your JDK for usage in Eclipse (in case multiple JRE/JDK 
are present on your machine). 

 

Window > Preferences > Java > Installed JRE 

 
 

Using the ‘Add’ button, select the required JDK. 
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1.5.2.2. Adding tomcat 

Next, add a Tomcat 7 instance to your workspace using the ‘add server wizard’. 

        

 
Once finished, open the details for the tomcat (double click in server view). 

 
 
Select the radio button ‘Use tomcat installation’, and select ‘Deploy path’=’webapps’. 
 
In the ‘Open launch configuration’, you can add your genesys connection details in the java 
params (see Deployment Guide). 
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1.5.2.3. Adding the baseline_compiled 

Create a new ‘dynamic web project’, which you base upon the extracted baseline_compiled 
that was provided by IdealSystems. 

      

Make sure to point to the ‘target runtime’ which you created earlier. In the final screen, make 
sure you enter the data correctly: 

- Context root = / 
- Content directory = web 

 

Once the project is added, edit the ‘build path’ for the project. 

 

Using the ‘add jars’ wizard, add all jar files from the WEB-INF\lib directory and click to save. 
The workspace will now rebuild, this may take a while. 
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1.5.2.4. Adding the custom project 

Next, add another new ‘dynamic web project’. This time, point to an extracted wo_custom 
project. 

Once ready, edit the build path for this project. Under the tab ‘projects’, add a reference to 
your baseline_compiled project. 

 

1.5.2.5. Compilation 

Before using the ant tasks, be sure that the build.properties file is correctly configured. The 
following properties must be set correctly. 

• tomcat.work.dir=<tomcat-install-dir>/webapps/work/Catalina/localhost/gwt 

• deploy.dir=<tomcat-install-dir>/webapps/gwt 

• baseline.dir=<gwt-baseline-dir> 

 

Once this is correctly setup, you can compile/deploy WO, and start the tomcat via the Eclipse 
interface. 

Note: Errors may appear within the eclipse interface, but this is not necessarily blocking – as 
long as the compilation in ANT succeeds, this is ok. 

 

1.5.2.5.1. ANT file 

This file contains some tasks useful tasks to:  

• merge your customizations and the baseline version into a deployment directory 

• build a release (war) 

• deploy a release (via FTP) 

Task Functionality 

deploy_baseline Deploys the baseline version of the WO application into the 
deploy directory. 

compile-custom Compiles the java files in GWT_Custom/src to GWT_Custom 
/web/WEB-INF/classes 

deploy_custom Deploys all the files from GWT_Custom to the correct location in 
the deployment directory. 

deploy-custom-first-
compile 

Executes the compile-custom tasks followed by the deploy-
custom task. 

deploy_all First executes the deploy_baseline task, followed by the 
deploy_custom task. 

deploy-all-first-delete Executes the cleanup-deploy-dir tasks followed by the deploy-all 
task. 

deploy-all-first-
compile 

Executes the compile-custom tasks followed by the deploy-all 
task. 

  

build-war-dev First executes deploy-all-first-delete to have a complete new up 
to date deploy directory, and created a war file in the 
GWT_Custom/war directory. 

deploy-release-dev This task can be used to deploy the war file in GWT_Custom/war 
to the server configured in the build.properties file. 
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2. REST SERVICES 

2.1. Introduction 
Office Server has a set of REST services, which allow you to create your own custom toolbar 
from scratch. This chapter shows more information about the different services. 

 

2.2. Scalability 
The REST layer is packaged within the regular Ideal Office server, which means that sessions 
on this layer can co-exist with regular Branch/Web/Mobile office licenses: you can re-use your 
existing infrastructure. 

Overall, 1 application server can serve up to 200 simultaneous REST sessions (exact sizing 
depends on the use case) 

 

2.3. Extended customization 
The REST layer allows you to create your own custom GUI for your toolbar.Still, you can use 
the features in the regular Customization Centre in order to customize or add REST services 
on top of the basic product. 
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2.4. Architecture 

2.4.1. Internal architecture 

Gwt.war

PSDK

Genesys

CTI Abstraction Layer

Logic layer (standard product)

Customization Centre

REST layer
Custom 

REST layer

Your implementation

HTTP(S) HTTP(S)

Optional (via development in server component)

Managed by Genesys (PSDK = set of .jar’s)

Standard Product

Your custom implementation

 

 

The server comes packaged as a ‘gwt.war’ (J2EE application) which needs to be deployed on 
a Java application Server (default = Apache Tomcat). By using the Ideal Customization Centre 
you can create your own war, to implement your own custom logic in the Customization 
Centre or Custom REST layer. 

However, this is not a requirement: you can also use the standard package to communicate 
over the REST layer (thereby using the available methods in the standard product). 
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2.4.2. High level architecture 

The scheme below shows an example architecture for serving 1000 agents in High Available 
mode. Either a VIP or Hardware Load balancer (F5 or other) can be used in such a scenario. 

VM1
License Server

Tomcat servers

VM2
License Server

Tomcat servers

Apache HTTP Apache HTTP

VIP or HW
loadbalancer

HTTP(S)
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2.4.3. Session management 

In general, a client using the REST layer can call 3 types of commands 

- Login 
o This will redirect the request to one of the available tomcat servers. The 

Apache HTTP is responsible for balancing the number of sessions evenly 
between the available servers (done using ModJK or ModProxy) 

o Your agent session is only kept in memory of 1 tomcat (sticky session). All 
other requests as thus will need to be balanced to this tomcat 
 

- Websocket 
o A websocket can be opened – on this websocket the server will publish events. 

A synchronization is in place, meaning: for each packet sent, the client will 
need to send an acknowledge over the websocket 
 

- REST 
o All actions (changing the state, accepting an interaction,..) are executed with 

plain HTTP(S) REST calls. 
o In general, an action won’t give a result (except for error handling). It will 

perform actions on the Genesys layer, and as a result a new state will be 
published over the websocket 

 

2.4.4. Websocket traffic: states 

Rather than sending regular Genesys events over the websocket towards the client, the REST 
layer sends ‘states’. 

A state is a JSON representation of the agent session: 

- Which channels are available 
- The state of the channels 
- Available interactions + their state and actions possible 

 

With this implementation, the complexity/logic is moved onto the server. The client should 
only interpret the state and visualize it in its interface. 
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2.4.5. Securitization (Oauth2) 

When you login into the rest layer, an OAuth token is provided. You should, in all requests you 
make towards the office server, include this in the header 

Authorization = Bearer 1234 (replace 1234 by your access token) 

 
An OAuth token is – depending on configuration – limited in validity. Whenever the token was 
originally returned, a refresh token & expires indication is passed along 

Variable Contains 

access_token Use this value within the 
header to send along when 
you make requests. 

 

Note: for the websocket you 
cannot add any headers. In 
this case, you must append 
it in the URL 

refresh_token Use this value to request a 
new access token (see 
below) in case it is no 
longer valid 

Expires This indicator (timestamp) 
indicates on which date 
(GMT) the access token will 
become invalid. 

 

Whenever your token would be expired, you must call the ‘refreshToken’ call, in order to 
retrieve a new token. (see refresh token call within section ‘Authorization’. 

 

Note: Apache HTTP must have specific configuration to allow the bearer token via query 
params 

OIDCOAuthAcceptTokenAs header query 
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2.5. JSON State model 
This chapter describes the content of the JSON state which is sent over the websocket 

 

2.5.1. Opening the event socket 

Your client should open the socket on the following url 

https://[loadbalancer host & port]/$node$/socket?access_token=$token$ 

 
You must replace the variables below with appropriate values 

Variable Contains 

access_token Use the access_token 
returned in the initial login 
call (see 3.4.5) 

Node Use the node name. This 
directs traffic onto the 
correct server. 

 

Your node was returned in 
the ‘servername’ variable of 
the login reponse 

 

2.5.2. Event types 

There’s one specific type of event: ‘ping’ events. These do not contain any real state content, 
and can be ignored (they do not need to be processed in your interface, but you do need to 
reply with an acknowledge) 

 

Example: 

{   

   "timer":"60000", 

   "subject":"mainping", 

   "idEvent":5779 

} 

  

https://[loadbalancer/
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2.5.3. State content 

The JSON State consists out of the structure described below 

• idEvent 

• body (array) 
o [0]: Agent Channel 
o [1]: Voice channel 
o [2]: Chat channel 
o [3]: Workitem channel 
o [4]: Email channel 
o [5]: SMS channel 

 

The idEvent is used to identify this unique state (and is used to acknowledge receipt of the 
event). In the body an array of channels is present, which contain the genesys channels for 
which the agent is logged. 

Note: on position 0, the ‘agent’ channel is present which is not a real genesys channel, rather 
the representation of the overall state of the agent. 

 

Each channel type has it’s own fixed position: 

- 0 for Agent 
- 1 for Voice 
- 2 for Chat 
- 3 for Workitem 
- 4 for Email 
- 5 for SMS 

In case the agent is not logged on for one of these channels, an empty JSON object ({ }) will 
be present in the array. 
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2.5.3.1. Agent channel 

{   

  "stateCounter":156, 

      "lastStateChange":1513850521616, 

      "channelReasonInfo":{   

          "icon":"lunchicon", 

          "label":"lunch" 

      }, 

      "channelName":"agent", 

      "channelState":"Notready" 

} 

 

Description of the variables 

Variable Description 

stateCounter Number of milliseconds the user is in this 
specific state 

 

This can be used in case you want to show a 
counter (indicating how long your agent is 
in a particular state), but if you don’t 
know how long he was in this state before 
your GUI was constructed 

lastStateChange Timestamp that indicates when the latest 
statechange was executed for this 
agent/channel 

channelReasonInfo Contains variables which contain more 
information about the state. These values 
are configurable in the IdealServer 
configuration (CME) 

 

icon: icon, can point to a specific icon in 
your set 

label: label to be shown 

 

In case the user is in the notready state, 
this JSON structure contains information 
about the specific AUX the user is in. 

channelName Name of the channel 

channelState State of the channel. Can be 

- Ready 
- Notready 
- AfterCallWork 
- Logout 
- Out Of Service 
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2.5.3.2. Media channels 

Media channels contain the same basic set as the agent channel, but have some additional 
variables. 

An example for the voice channel below. Variables which are common amongst the different 
media types are described in this section. Variables specific to a type are present in the 
subsections. 

{ 

     "stateCounter":5799, 

         "lastStateChange":1513851662971, 

         "channelReason":"-1", 

         "channelReasonInfo":{   

            "icon":"readyicon", 

            "label":"ready" 

         }, 

         "channelName":"VOICE", 

         "channelState":"Ready", 

         "interactions":[   

            {   

               "idInteraction":"Phonecall-7003-010a02b17f2c916c", 

               "contactData":{   

                  "firstName":"Pat", 

                  "lastName":"Thompson", 

                  "contactId":"000VCaBMTYR9006C" 

               }, 

               "userData":[   

                  {   

                     "value":null, 

                     "key":"Segment" 

                  }, 

                  {   

                     "value":null, 

                     "key":"Location" 

                  } 

               ], 

               "interactiontype":"VOICE", 

               "ConsultInteractionStatusLabel":"", 

               "ConsultInteractionParties":"", 

               "isPossible":{   

                  "Answer":true, 

                  "Retrieve":false, 

                  "DTMF":false, 

                  "CompleteConference":false, 

                  "SingleStepTransfer":true, 

                  "InitTransfer":false, 

                  "CompleteTransfer":false, 

                  "Hold":false, 

                  "Release":true, 

                  "AlternateLines":false 

               }, 

               "statusLabel":"Ringing on", 

               "busytime":0, 

               "ConsultInteractionStatus":"", 

               "notification":1, 

               "Parties":[   

                  "5115" 

               ], 

               "crmurl":"", 

               "status":"RINGING" 

            } 
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         ] 

      }, 

 

Description of the variables 

Variable Description 

stateCounter 

lastStateChange 

channelReason 

channelReasonInfo 

channelName 

channelState 

View 4.4.1 

interactions Array of interactions, where each 
interaction has it’s own description. This 
item is not present for the ‘agent channel’, 
but is present for each other channel. In 
case no interaction are present, an empty 
array is present. 

 

2.5.3.2.1. Common (all interactions) 

All interactions passed will contain the following set of data 

Variable Description 

idInteraction Unique identifier for this interaction 

Busytime Time in ms that has passed since the 
interaction was accepted 

contactData Contains information about the UCS contact 
which is related to this interaction. Can be 
empty if no contact present. Contains the 
variables 

-firstName 

-lastName 

-contactId 

- emailAddress (primary email) 

- phonenumber (primary phonenumber) 

 

Where contactId is the unique contact 
identifier, which can be used to retrieve 
contact history (from UCS) 

userData Contains an array of JSON objects, each 
containing a key and value. Only userData 
which is configured in the Ideal server (CME) 
are returned. 

interactiontype Media type of the interaction. 

- VOICE 
- EMAIL 
- CHAT 
- OPENMEDIA 
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statusLabel Label which can be used for display 
purposes. Shows the state of the primary 
interaction. 

The language of the session is taken into 
account. When you login, you have the 
possibility to define a ‘language’ key which 
is kept server side. Whenever messages are 
returned, they are returned in this message 
(standard is English). 

notification Depending on the interaction type, this 
indicates whether action is required. For all 
interactions, this is 1 when the interaction is 
not accepted yet. It is also 1 in case (f.e. 
during a chat) a message was received from 
the client but was not responded yet. 

Crmurl 

 

Used for internal purposes – to be ignored 

Status Status of the interaction. Complete set 
depends on the channel (as voice has some 
specific states such as dialing). Overall, the 
list of possible values is 

- NEW 
- RINGING 
- TALKING 
- CLOUD_PENDING_QUALIFICATION 
- IDLE 

 

2.5.3.2.2. Voice interaction 

For voice interactions, on top of the set defined in ‘common’, the following variables are 
also passed along. 

Variable Description 

Parties This is an array of parties (telephone 
numbers active in the conversation). 

CallType The callType of the interaction. Could be 

- Consult 

- Inbound 

- Internal 

- Outbound 

- Unknown 

isPossible A list of possible actions 

See the separate section for more info. 

RecordingState The state of the current recording. Could be 

- ON 

- OFF 

- PAUSED 

ConsultInteractionId In case a consultation interaction is active, 
the id of this interaction 

ConsultInteractionParties Array of parties for the consultation 
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ConsultInteractionStatus Status of the consultation (same values as 
for InteractionStatus apply) 

ConsultInteractionStatusLabel Label that reflects the current status 

wrapupcodes Not applicable – Genesys Cloud only 

GMS_ServiceName Name of the GSM Service that created the 
callback (only applicable for callback 
interactions) 

isCallback 1/0 : indication whether the interaction is 
indeed a callback 

A. IsPossible 

Variable Description 

Answer Pickup the current call 

Release Release the current call 

Hold Put the current party on hold 

Retrieve Take back the customer (other party) 

DTMF Send DTMF digits 

MarkDone Complete interaction in UCS. When a voice 
interaction ends, it stays in memory for 
qualification purposes in state 
‘CLOUD_PENDING_QUALIFICATION’. When 
you want to remove it from the JSON, send 
the MarkDone action for the voice 
interaction. 

InitTransfer Initiate a 2 step transfer 

CompleteTransfer Complete a 2 step transfer 

CompleteConference Complete a Conference 

SingleStepTransfer Perform a SSTF of the call 

AlternateLines Swap between lines (other agent and 
customer) 

SkipQualification Not applicable – Genesys Cloud only 

StartRecording Start GIR recording 

PauseRecording Pause ongoing GIR recording 

ResumeRecording Resume GIR recording 

StopRecording Stop GIR recording 

AutoAccept Not applicable – used for WebRTC 

Mute Mute ongoing call 

Unmute Unmute ongoing call 

CallbackReject Reject the callback 

CallbackCancel Cancel the callback 
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CallbackClose Close the callback 

CallbackComplete Complete the callback 

CallbackRetry Retry the callback 

CallbackReschedule Reschedule the callback 

AcceptVideo Accept video stream (only for WebRTC) 

UpgradeVideo Upgrade video (only for WebRTC) 

 

 

2.5.3.2.3. Multimedia interactions 

For multimedia interactions, regardless of the type, the variables below are passed for the 
isPossible array. 

Variable Description 

Answer Accept the interaction 

Release Release the interaction 

Transfer Transfer the interaction 

ReplyPhonecall Will be true if a number is attached onto 
the interaction, on which you can reach the 
client (applicable for workitems) 

 

2.5.3.2.4. Chat interaction 

For chat interactions, on top of the ‘common’ and ‘multimedia’ variables, the following set 
is sent along. 

Variable Description 

messages JSONArray containing the chat messages 
(see separate section) 

myNickname The nickname for your agent. Allows you to 
see which messages were sent by your 
agent in the messages array. 

agentPartyId Technical party id for your agent. Allows 
you to see which messages were sent by 
your agent in the messages array. 

isTyping Is set to ‘true’ in case the other party has 
sent the typing notification 

isOnline Is set to ‘true’ in case the chat is online. An 
offline chat would mean that the 
interaction still exists on interaction server, 
but was terminated on chat server (so the 
other party is no longer in the interaction). 
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A Messages 

The messages attribute is an array of JSONObjects. Each ‘message’ jsonobject contains: 

Variable Description 

createdAt Timestamp for the message 

_id Identifier for the message (unique) 

text Content of the message 

user Structure containing 

- Unique id for the user 
- Name of the user 

 

The id can be compared with the 
‘agentPartyId’ to define whether a message 
was sent by the agent or not. 

 

2.5.3.2.5. Workitem interaction 

For workitems, the same structure as for standard multimedia interactions is used. 
 

2.5.3.2.6. Email interaction 

For email interactions, the additional variables mentioned below are sent along. 

Variable Description 

Subject Subject of the email 

dateSend Date when the email was sent 
(timestamp/long) 

0 in case not sent yet 

contentHTML Indicates whether HTML body is available. 
HTML content can be retrieved via a 
specific call 

contentPlain The plain text content of the email 

ctiInteractionType The subtype, could be 

-  OutboundAcknowledgement 

- OutboundAutoResponse 

- InboundCollaborationReply 

- CollaboInvitIn 

- CollaboInvitOut 

- CollaboReplyOut 

- OutboundCollaborationInvite 

- EmailIn 

- EmailOut 

- EmailOutReply 

- InboundNDR 

- OutboundNotification 

- CustomerReplyInteraction 
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- OutboundRedirect 

To To party (email address only) 

CC CC parties (; separated list, email addresses 
only) 

From From email address 

fromAddresses JSON Array of addresses. For each address 
the value & text attribute define the 
display label and actual email address). 
This is the list you can use for a reply. 

Parties Array with parties of the email. 1 item will 
be present, being the address of the client 

isPossible See separate section 

BCC Only applicable for outbound emails. 
Defines array of BCC addressesC 

 

A IsPossible 

Variable Description 

Reply Create reply on this email 

Send Send out outbound email  

Save Save current draft 

 

 

2.5.3.2.7. SMS interaction 

For SMS, the same structure as a regular chat interaction is used. On top of this, some 
additional variables are present. 

Variable Description 

SessionMode Defines whether ‘paging’ (not live) or 
‘session’ (live replies) mode I active 
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2.6. Rest services 
This chapter contains an overview of the available rest services in v1.0 (/gwt/rest/v1.0 url 
scheme) 

 

2.6.1. Authorization 

Note: all REST calls, with the exception of those used for login, as well as the websocket, 
should send an Authorization header. In its content you have to use the authentication token 
passed at login time. 

Authorization: Bearer $token$ 

 

Where $token$ must be replaced by your token. 

 

2.6.1.1. Refresh token 

/refreshToken

• refreshToken

ST
R

IN
G

 

In the refreshToken parameter you can pass 
the existing refreshToken. 

 
In response, you’ll receive a new access & 
refresh token. 

 

Note: a refresh token is only valid 1x 
(according to OAuth standards) 
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2.6.2. Configuration 

2.6.2.1. Return all configuration 

/info

(NA)

 

This call can be executed without passing 

any authentication token. It returns the 
CME configuration (sections appended with 
gmoclient_ or gmoclient_config)  in a 
JSONArray. 

 

On top of this, language beans are also 
returned in the default language. 

(only beans starting with gmo.env are 
returned) 

 

2.6.2.2. Return configuration & labels in a specific language 

/initialconfig

• language

ST
R

IN
G

 

Similar to the /info call. This call allows 
you to pass a language. This will return the 
labels (message beans) in the desired 
language. 

 

 

2.6.3. Login 

2.6.3.1. Manual login 

/login

• username
• place
• agentlogin
• password
• agentpassword
• queue
• supervisor
• voice
• outbound
• email
• chat
• workitem
• facebook
• twitter
• sms
• webcallback
• forcelogout

B
O

O
LE

A
N

ST
R

IN
G

 

Channel availability is controlled via a 

boolean (true/false). 

 

In case ‘forcelogout’ is not set, and the 
agent is already logged in, an error would 
be returned. 

 

 

 

2.6.3.2. Automated login (SSO) 

/sso

• username
• password

ST
R

IN
G

 

For the SSO (automated login),only the 
username & password are required. The 
rest of the configuration (place, agent 
login, channels) is retrieved via 
configuration of the person object in the 
Genesys layer (see Deployment Guide for 
more information) 

 

SSO is always in a ‘forceLogout=true’ mode. 
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2.6.4. Agent Service 

/agent/{action}

Action is sent along in URL

ST
R

IN
G

/agent/notready

Send along {aux: [integer_value])
Parameter is required

ST
R

IN
G

/agent/logout

No additional input parameters.

/agent/aftercallwork

No additional input parameters.

/agent/ready

No additional input parameters.

 

The agentservice allows to perform a 
number of actions directly on the ‘agent’ 
level. 

 

Only the ‘notready’ action has a specific 
parameter: the aux which must be set (this 
is an integer) 

 

 

2.6.5. Channel Service 

/channel/{channel}/{action}

Channel identifier is passed via 
websocket state (ex. VOICE). This 
is always the type. 

Action is sent along in URL

ST
R

IN
G

/channel/{channel}/notready

Send along {aux: [integer_value])
Parameter is required

ST
R

IN
G

/channel/{channel}/ready

No additional input parameters.

/channel/{channel}/
aftercallwork

No additional input parameters.

 

The channel service allows to execute an 
action on a specific channel only. The 
channel variable should be replaced with 
the name of the channel (as the name 
which is returned in the JSON state) 

 

Similar to the /agent service, the notready 
command takes an additional integer 
parameter which contains the AUX 
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2.6.6. Interaction Service 

/interaction/{id}/{action}

InteractionId is passed via 
websocket state (ex. Phonecall-
0). Needs to be sent along in the 
url.
Action is sent along in url.

ST
R

IN
G

/interaction/{id}/answer

No additional parameters required.

/interaction/{id}/release

No additional parameters required.

/interaction/{id}/transfer

• destination

ST
R

/interaction/{id}/
attachtocontact

• contactid

ST
R

/interaction/{id}/
addattachment

• filename
• file
• mimeType

ST
R

/interaction/{id}/
removeattachment

• id

ST
R

/interaction/{id}/
replyphonecall

• id

ST
R

 

The interaction service allows to perform a 
series of actions which are independent 
from the media type (voice, chat,…) 

 

The identifier of the interaction (which is 
returned in the JSON state) must be used in 
each call. 

 

For a transfer command, you need to 
provide the destination (which the 
VirtualQueue name in CME) 

 

Note: for voice transfer,refer to the 
interactionvoice service. 

 

The replyphonecall service allows to dial 
out to this customer. We first base 
ourselves on the userdata, 2nd we look for 
the primary phonenumber of the associated 
contact. 
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2.6.7. InteractionVoice Service 

/interactionvoice/{id}/
{action}

InteractionId is passed via 
websocket state (ex. Phonecall-
0). Needs to be sent along in the 
url.
Action is sent along in url

ST
R

IN
G

/interactionvoice/{id}/hold

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/retrieve

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/dtmf

• digits

ST
R

/interactionvoice/{id}/sstf

• number
• location (optional)
• comment (optional)

ST
R

IN
G

/interactionvoice/{id}/
consultnumber

• number
• location (optional))
• comment (optional)

ST
R

IN
G

/interactionvoice/{id}/
consultagent

• agent
• place
• number
• comment (optional) ST

R
IN

G

/interactionvoice/{id}/
completetransfer

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
completeconference

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
alternate

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
startrecording

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
pauserecording

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
resumerecording

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
stoprecording

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/mute

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/unmute

No additional input parameters.

/interactionvoice/{id}/
markdone

No additional input parameters.
 

The InteractionVoice 
service allows you to 
execute actions specific to 
a voice interaction. 

 

The id used = the 
idInteraction which is 
passed in the json state. 

 

For transfers, the 
‘location’ is an optional 
property which is required 
when you want to transfer 
to another switch (multi-
switch environment). 

 

The comment which is sent 
will be attached as a 
userdata onto the voice 
interaction. 

 

/dial

phonenumber

ST
R

 

 

For voice, also a /dial 
service is present which 
allows you to initiate an 
outbound phonecall. 
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2.6.8. InteractionChat Service 

/interactionchat/{id}/
{action}

InteractionId is passed via 
websocket state. Needs to be 
sent along in the url.
Action is sent along in url ST

R
IN

G

/interactionchat/{id}/
sendmessage

• message

ST
R

/interactionchat/{id}/sendurl

• url

ST
R

 

The interactionChat service allows you to 
execute actions specific to the chat 
channel/interaction 

- Sending a message 
- Pushing a url to a user 

 

2.6.9. InteractionMail Service 

/interactionmail/{id}/
{action}

InteractionId is passed via 
websocket state. Needs to be 
sent along in  the url.
Action is sent along in url ST

R
IN

G

/interactionmail/{id}/reply

/interactionmail/{id}/send

• subject
• htmlbody
• plaintext
• to
• bcc
• from

ST
R

No additional parameters required.

/interactionmail/{id}/save

• subject
• htmlbody
• plaintext
• to
• bcc
• from

ST
R

 

The interactionMail service allows you to 
execute actions specific to the email 
channel/interaction 

- Replying to an email 
- Sending out an email 
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2.6.10. General services/info 

/getproperty

• property

ST
R

/setproperty

• property
• value ST

R
 

The get & setproperty services allow you to 
retrieve and save user properties in the 
UCS. 

 
In the sample page, an example to 
save/retrieve an avatar for the user is 
present. 

/logger

• message

ST
R

/logger

• message

ST
R

 

This call logs a message in the server-logs. 

/logger

• message

/sync

No input. Returns the last state via 
websocket

 

After requesting the /sync call, the latest 
JSON state will be published by the server 
onto the websocket 

/ewt

No input. Returns all 
transfer queues including 

estimated waiting time 
(ewt)

/ewt/{channel}

No input. Returns all 
transfer queues including 

estimated waiting time 
(ewt)

Channel =

 

The EWT service allows you to retrieve a 
list of transfer queues (and a 
representation of the Estimated-Waiting-
Time for each one) which is specific to the 
cahnnel (voice,chat,workitem) 

/agentstatistics

No input. Returns all agent 
statistics from 

statistics.xml, including 
their value.

Blocking service, can take a 
whiel since statserver is 

contacted

 

Returns statistical information about the 
agent’s personal performance. 

List of items returned depends on 
configuration done on the Ideal office 
Server (statistics.xml file) 

 

2.6.11. Email methods 

/getAttachments/{id}/
attachments{attachmentid}

No additional parameters required.
 

Returns the content of the specified 
attachment, for the interaction (both id of 
the interaction and attachment are passed) 

/htmlview/{id}

No additional parameters required.
 

Returns the structured text for this 
interaction. Can be used to display the 
HTML content of an email 

/drafts

No additional parameters required.
 

Returns the content of the drafts workbin 
for this agent 

/pull/{id}

No additional parameters required.
 

Pulls the specified interactionID from the 
workbin 

/uploadAttachment/{id}

• MULTIPART_FORM_DATA
 

Allows to upload multipart form data 
(under variable file) as an attachment to 
the interactionid specified 
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2.6.12. Contact (UCS) services 

/todaysinteractions

No input parameters

 

Returns a list of interactions which were 
treated by the agent during the day. 

Using the idInteraction returned for each 
one, you can retrieve the content (see 
/interactionhistory) 

/interactionhistory

• idinteraction
ST

R
 

Allows you to return the details which were 
saved in UCS for this interaction. 

 
The userdata set is limited (same filter as 
for an incoming interaction) 

/searchcontacts

• keyword

ST
R

 

This allows to return a list of contacts (with 
a description of firstname/lastname), based 
on a search (contains) on 
firstname,lastname, phone number or 
emailaddress 

/interactionhistoryforcontact

• contactid

ST
R

 

This call returns a list  of interations which 
were found in the UCS for the mentioned 
contact. 

 

For each idInteraction returned, you can 
request the actual content using the 
/interactionhistory call 

 

2.6.13. Standard Response Library (SRL) services 

/srl

NO input. All items returned

ST
R

 

Returns the content (both standard 
response items as subcategories) for the 
rootcategory configured in the IdealOffice 
server. 

/searchsrl

• text

ST
R

 

Searches the standard response library for 
any responses containing the text (in their 
subject/body) 

/previewsrl

• id

ST
R

 

Returns a preview of the response, without 
variables replaced. 

/constructsrl

• Id
• idinteraction ST

R

 

Returns the body of the response, where 
variables were replaced based on the data 
from the interaction (which is provided in 
idInteraction) 
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2.6.14. Callback Services 

/createcallback

• service
• customer_number
• desired_time

ST
R

 

Creates a callback based on the data sent 
(GMS callback) 

/callback/services

NA

ST
R

 

Returns a list of available GMS services 

/callback/{id}/{action}

• Id
• action ST

R

 

Allows to perform an action with a GMS 
callback 

 

Actions possible 

- Reject 
- Cancel 
- Close 
- Retry 
- Reschedule (required to pass same 

parameters as for createcallback) 

 

2.6.15. Recording services 

/recording/{id}/{recid}/
{action}

• Id
• Action
• recid

ST
R

 

Allows to perform an action with a 
recording 

 

Actions possible 

- Delete 
 

/recording/{id}/{recid}/
{secId}

• Id
• secI d
• recid

ST
R

 

Allows to retrieve a recording from GIR 
(bytestream) 

 

 

2.6.16. SMS Services 

/createsms

• phonenumber

ST
R

 

Creates a new SMS interaction towards this 
number. Will be returned in the JSON state 
afterwards. You can then exchange 
messages (same as with chat) for this 
interactionId in order to send out messages 
over SMS 
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